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ABSTRACT
Soft materials have been used extensively as energy absorbers in different industries
such as marine, protective equipment, automotive, aerospace and transportation due to
their light weight, low impedance, low mechanical stiffness and low strength. Foams,
rubbers, polymers, hydrogels, and biological tissues are some examples of soft
materials. Low density closed cell foams are widely used in marine and transportation
industry as energy absorbers due to their light weight and low impedance. Mechanical
responses of these materials are very sensitive to loading medium, rate and direction.
Fundamental investigation into the mechanical response of these materials is paramount
before they can be incorporated into the design of future structural applications that
would be exposed to low and high loading rates. For this purpose, a comprehensive
study was conducted to investigate the underwater mechanical response of low density
(35 – 100 kg/m3) closed cell polymer foams under hydrostatic and underwater shock
loadings. Moreover, shear thickening fluids have received significant attention for
various applications such as traction control, smart structures and body armors. AMCS
hydrogel as a shear thickening fluid is widely used in energy mitigation application due
to its load or temperature induced gelation. Structural shock mitigation of AMCS
hydrogel under different loading rates was investigated, and its mitigation performance
was compared with water.
The underwater constitutive behavior of PVC foams with varying densities was
investigated experimentally. The experiments were conducted in an optically clear
acrylic tube, which allowed for visualization of the specimen and the application of 3D
Digital Image Correlation. A series of calibration experiments was conducted to

investigate the applicability of the Digital Image Correlation technique for measuring
the deformation of underwater objects inside of a curved acrylic tube of considerable
thickness. The results of the calibration experiments demonstrated that a submerged
object located in the middle of the acrylic tube appears magnified in the radial direction.
This apparent magnification was taken into account during the analysis of the
deformation for all underwater experiments. The hydrostatic loading was achieved by
fitting the acrylic tube with a nylon piston and compressing the piston with an Intron
testing machine. Hydrostatic load of up to 5 MPa was achieved during quasi-static
compression of the piston. The load applied by the Instron machine was coupled with
the Digital Image Correlation data to analyze the constitutive behavior of the PVC
foams. The hydraulic crush pressure, bulk modulus, and energy stored up to
densification strain were determined for each foam density.
A dynamic loading facility was developed to investigate the underwater shock response
of PVC foams of varying densities. The shock loading facility consists of a water filled
hollow cylindrical structure, with one end fully closed and the other end fitted with a
nylon piston. A rigid striker was used to impact the piston, which creates an underwater
shockwave. The facility was comprised of four separate sections, where the middle
section is an optically clear acrylic window, and the other three sections are aluminum.
The optically clear acrylic window was utilized for the employment of threedimensional Digital Image Correlation in conjunction with high-speed photography
(90,000–100,000 frames per second) to obtain full-field deformation data of the foams
during shock loading. Pressure data was recorded using piezoelectric pressure sensors
at different locations along the underwater shock tube. Peak pressures in the range of

1–10 MPa with exponential decays were generated by changing the striker velocity.
Furthermore, quasi-static hydrostatic response of pre shocked foams was evaluated
using a previously developed underwater loading facility. Strain rate of 103 s−1 was
obtained in foam specimens during the experiments. Findings showed substantial delay
between the underwater shock loading and material response. Polyvinyl chloride foams
recovered 80–90% of their original shape after underwater shock loading and also
retained much of their energy absorption capacity.
Shock mitigation performance of aqueous methylcellulose hydrogel and water for
structural applications was investigated through two dynamic loading instruments:
Instrumented bar and shock tube. While aqueous methylcellulose solutions have
previously been found to attenuate impact-induced forces passing through them by a
unique liquid-to-solid phase transition, this is the first time studied as shock mitigators
to structural elements. The results obtained with aqueous methylcellulose as mitigator
were compared with an equivalent experiment conducted with water as damping
medium. The liquid was loaded into a specially designed hollow aluminum box, built
to allow transmission of dynamic stress waves to a thin back plate. Determination of the
liquid’s attenuation performance was based on the 3D Digital Image Correlation
technique with high-speed photography to obtain the full-field real-time deformation
data of the back-face plate throughout the dynamic loading event. It was found that upon
high rate loading with the instrumented bar, the aqueous methylcellulose solution
decreases the maximum out of plane displacement resulting from the dynamic loading
by as much as 40% compared to water, and significantly damps the structural vibrations
of the back-face plate. On the other hand, upon relatively low rate loading with shock

tubes, water and aqueous methylcellulose solutions provide the same magnitude of out
of plane displacement, however, the damping ratio (Logarithmic Decrement) of the
structure through aqueous methylcellulose solutions is 45 % greater than through water.
The findings were analyzed and rationalized in terms of imparted mechanical power.
Cyclic hydrostatic compressive loading response of closed cell ethylene vinyl acetate
(EVA), polyethylene (PE), and poly vinyl chloride (PVC – Divinycell H45) foams with
an advertised density of 45 kg/m3 was investigated through a specially designed facility
at 10-3 s-1. 3D Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique was used with high resolution
photography to obtain the full-field deformation data during the cyclic hydrostatic
loading event. Additionally, underwater multiple-nonsimultaneous shock loading
response of same foams was investigated with another specially designed facility at 103
s-1. 3D DIC technique was also used with high speed photography (90000-100000
frames per second) to obtain the full-field deformation data during the shock loading
event. Monotonic hydrostatic compressive loading experiments showed that the H45
foam can absorb by 60 % greater energy than EVA45 and PE45 foams. However, cyclic
hydrostatic loading experiments showed that such higher energy absorption capability
of H45 foam is not preservable as being dissimilar to EVA45 and PE45 foams.
Cumulative energy absorbed throughout the hydrostatic cyclic loading for EVA45 foam
is 50 % and 540 % greater than PE45 and H45 foams, respectively. Results from the
underwater multiple-nonsimultaneous shock loading experiments showed that the strain
rate H45 foam experiences is considerably less than those of EVA45 and PE45 foams
experience under similar underwater shock loadings. Moreover, results also showed that
decreasing the applied impulse by 50 % does not decrease the maximum volumetric

strains EVA45 and PE45 foams undergo noticeably while it significantly decreases the
maximum volumetric strain H45 foam undergoes.
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PREFACE
This dissertation is submitted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical
Engineering and Applied Mechanics at the University of Rhode Island. The research
shown herein is original and was conducted under the supervision of Professor Arun
Shukla in the Department of Mechanical, Industrial & Systems Engineering. This work
is presented in a manuscript format that consists of three chapters.
Chapter 1 focuses on the development of a hydrostatic loading facility, the application
of 3D DIC technique including the series of calibration experiments, and ultimately the
investigation of hydrostatic compressive response of closed cell PVC foams with a
density range of 35-100 kg/m3 through the developed experimental facility. This chapter
has been published in the Journal of Polymer Testing.
Chapter 2 provides the development of an underwater shock loading facility, the
application of 3D DIC technique, the investigation of underwater shock response of
closed cell PVC foams with a density range of 35-100 kg/m3 through the developed
experimental facility, and hydrostatic compressive response of the foams previously
exposed to underwater shock loading. This chapter has been published in the
International Journal of Impact Engineering.
Chapter 3 focuses on the mitigation of shock loading on structures using AMCS
hydrogel filler through blast and impact loadings, comparison of mitigation
performance of the structure trough of AMCS filler against through Water filler. This
chapter has been published in the International Journal of Impact Engineering.
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Chapter 4 provides the investigation of cyclic hydrostatic and underwater multiplenonsimultaneous shock loading response of closed cell foams made of polyvinyl
chloride (PVC), polyethylene (PE) and ethyl vinyl acetate (EVA) with an advertised
density of 45 kg/m3. Hydrostatic loading and underwater shock loading facilities
developed and presented in the Chapter 1 and 2 were used in this study. 3D DIC
technique was used to measure the full-field deformation of the foams. This chapter has
been prepared with the guidelines specified by the Journal of Experimental Mechanics.
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Abstract
The underwater constitutive behavior of poly vinyl chloride foams with varying
densities was investigated in this study. The experiments were conducted in an optically
clear acrylic tube, which allowed for visualization of the specimen and the application
of 3D Digital Image Correlation. A series of calibration experiments was conducted to
investigate the applicability of the Digital Image Correlation technique for measuring
the deformation of objects underwater inside of a curved acrylic tube of considerable
thickness. The results of the calibration experiments demonstrated that a submerged
object located in the middle of the acrylic tube appears magnified in the radial direction.
This apparent magnification was taken into account during the analysis of the
deformation for all underwater experiments. The hydrostatic loading was achieved by
fitting the acrylic tube with a nylon piston, and compressing the piston with an Intron
testing machine. Hydrostatic load of up to 5 MPa was achieved during quasi-static
compression of the piston. The load applied by the Instron machine was coupled with
the Digital Image Correlation data to analyze the constitutive behavior of the PVC
foams. The hydraulic crush pressure, bulk modulus, and energy stored up to
densification strain were determined for each foam density.
Keywords
Hydrostatic Loading, 3D DIC, Closed Cell Foam.
Introduction
The underwater constitutive behavior of closed cell poly vinyl chloride (PVC) foams
with varying densities was investigated through a novel 3D Digital Image Correlation
(DIC) calibration technique developed in this study. Findings from calibration
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experiments showed that the developed 3D DIC calibration technique can be
successfully used for deformation measurements with a proper correction factor.
Moreover, findings from hydrostatic loading experiments show that higher density
foams behave stiffer. Polymeric foams are extensively used in land transportation, wind
energy and marine industry as the cores of the sandwich panels due to their low density
and energy absorbing capabilities [1-7]. The understanding of the constitutive behavior
of polymer foams is necessary in the design of foam core structures. The aim of this
study is to develop a calibration procedure for 3D DIC technique that is applicable for
submerged objects within an optically clear cylindrical tube. Furthermore, the study
aims to obtain the constitutive behavior of PVC foams under low strain rate hydrostatic
loading.
The axial load was measured using a load cell internal to the triaxial cell and the axial
displacement was measured with a linear voltage displacement transducer on the test
machine cross-head. Moreu and Mills [8] developed a test rig to generate hydrostatic
compression, and to monitor the rapid volumetric compression or expansion of lowdensity polymeric foams such as extruded polystyrene, low density polyethylene and
polypropylene bead foams. Air was used as the fluid in the test rig to achieve the
hydrostatic loading condition. Wang et al. [9] investigated the viscoelastic properties of
low density open-cell polyurethane foams under hydrostatic pressure and uniaxial
compression. Tap water was utilized as the fluid to obtain the hydrostatic loading
condition. The specimen was sealed with thin rubber membranes for the hydrostatic
compression case. Hydrostatic pressure was measured using an Impress DMP331
pressure sensor, and the displacement of the piston was measured using a servo-
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hydraulic MTS load frame actuator. Ozturk and Anlas [10] studied the behavior of the
low density polymeric foams such as polystyrene and polyethylene under multiple
compressions loading and unloading. The specimens were also covered with a rubber
seal. Hydrostatic pressure was applied by compressed nitrogen gas supplied from a high
pressure tank. Three linear variable differential transformers were used to measure the
deformation of the foams.
However, the constitutive behavior of low density closed cell PVC foams under
hydrostatic loading conditions has not been investigated in the studies mentioned. The
current study provides a novel application of 3D DIC technique for submerged objects
within an optically clear cylindrical tube. Moreover, the study provides the constitutive
behavior of PVC foams for various densities.
Experimental Setup
Material and Specimen Dimension
The closed cell PVC foams investigated in this study consisted of five different
densities: 35 kg/m3 (H35), 45 kg/m3 (H45), 60 kg/m3 (H60), 80 kg/m3 (H80), and 100
kg/m3 (H100). The foams were manufactured by Diab International (Laholm, Sweden),
and the mechanical properties are excellent due to its low weight, which provide a wide
range of application with various densities [11]. The specimens were machined at the
University of Rhode Island to high dimensional tolerances. Comparison of the uniaxial
compressive behavior of the foam specimen for different foam densities is presented in
Figure 1. It is clearly seen that the higher density foams behave stiffer, have a higher
plateau stress and have the capacity to absorb higher energy during deformation.
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Figure 1. Uniaxial compressive stress-strain curves of Divinycell H grade foams for
different densities (ASTM D1621 [12]).
Densities, dimensions, moduli, strengths and Poisson’s ratios of the foams used in the
hydrostatic loading experiments as obtained from our tests are given in table 1.
Table 1. Material properties and specimen description.
Specimen

H35

H45

H60

H80

H100

Density (kg/m3) [11]

35

45

60

80

100

Diameter (mm)

19

19

19

19

19

Height (mm)

20

20

20

20

20

Young’s Modulus (MPa)

15

19

24

35

52

Yield Strength (MPa)

0.45

0.60

0.9

1.2

1.9

Poisson’s Ratio

0.23

0.22

0.21

0.17

0.17

Hydrostatic Loading Facility
The hydrostatic loading facility consists of an optically clear acrylic tube, an aluminum
stopper and a nylon piston that is free to move in the axial direction of the tube, shown
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in Figure 2. The inner and outer diameters of the acrylic tube are 76.2 mm (3 inches)
and 101.6 mm (4 inches), respectively, with a thickness of 12.7 mm (0.5 inch). The
height of the acrylic tube is 177.8 mm (7 inches). The purpose of using an optically clear
acrylic tube is to employ the technique of 3D DIC. The specimen is placed
concentrically inside of the acrylic tube and held in place with a fixture and nylon wires
to prevent any movement due to buoyancy. The nylon wires are extremely thin so the
effect they have on the uniform distribution of the load is negligibly small. Once the
specimen is placed inside of the acrylic tube, the tube is filled with water, and the nylon
piston is compressed by an Instron model 5585 (Instron, Norwood MA). The strain rate
is maintained at 3x10-3 s-1 for all foam densities. The incompressibility of the water
provides the hydrostatic loading as the nylon piston is displaced downward. . Both the
aluminum stopper and the nylon piston were sealed with O-rings to prevent water
leakage during the experiments. The nylon piston has a threaded hole to evacuate the
air trapped in the tube.

Instron Platen for
Compression

Nylon Piston
Air Bleeder

O-Ring

Acrylic Tube
Nylon Wire

Specimen

Fixture
Water
O-Rings
Aluminum Stopper
Instron Platen for
Compression

Figure 2. A scheme of the hydrostatic loading facility developed at Dynamics PhotoMechanics Laboratory.
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3D DIC Calibration Setup
To calibrate the system for using DIC, two cameras are positioned perpendicular to the
tube, with an offset angle of 12o, and the intersection point of the cameras’ line of sight
being the center of the acrylic tube, shown in Figure 3. The cameras record images of a
calibration grid displaced manually in all the degrees of freedom in absence of the
acrylic tube to determine their relative spatial location. The analyses of the calibration
images, as well as the experimental images are performed using the commercially
available VIC-3D 7 software (Correlated Solutions, Inc. Columbia, SC). Once the
calibration process is complete, a positioning slide capable of translating in all three
spatial directions is clamped on a fixed table. A cylindrical aluminum specimen with a
random speckle pattern painted on its surface is mounted on the slide. The acrylic tube
filled with water is introduced with the aluminum cylinder placed concentrically. For
the calibration, as well as the experiments, the center of the tube is determined as the
origin of the coordinate system. The aluminum specimen is then translated in the x and
z directions with 0.5 mm increments, and in the y direction with 1 mm increments. The
positioning slide displacement accuracy in the x and z direction is 0.01 mm, and 0.1 mm
accuracy in the y direction. The displacement of the specimen at each translation
increment is also computed using the VIC-3D software using 35 x 35 pixel subsets and
a step size of 5. The calibration experiment results show that underwater objects within
curved cylindrical windows appear substantially magnified in the radial direction (x and
z) but not the axial direction (y). Results and data analysis of the calibration experiments
will be presented in further sections.
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Figure 3. A scheme of the 3D DIC calibration setup adopted from the experimental
setup.
Experimental Results and Discussion
3D DIC Calibration Results
The results of 3D DIC calibration show that if an object is placed inside of an acrylic
tube that is filled with water, it will appear magnified in the radial direction while there
is no magnification effect in the axial direction of the tube. This change in the
appearance of the object affects the camera calibration parameters. Figure 4 provides a
scheme that explains the appearance difference between the calibration grid in air (a)
and in the tube filled with water (b). As shown in Figure 4 (a) dots on the grid will
appear circular on the cameras if it is viewed in air without introducing any object
between grid and cameras. However, dots will appear oval on the cameras as shown in
Figure 4 (b) if grid is submerged inside the acrylic tube and looked from the other side.
Since software looks for circular dots with a certain pattern, the appearance of the oval
dots will introduce a large error to the calibration score when grid is submerged inside
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the tube. Therefore, calibration is made in air with the traditional approach. Then, an
aluminum cylinder is submerged inside the tube in order to investigate a correction
factor to overcome such magnification effect. Then, the correction factor is applied to
all the measurements in the radial direction, i.e. any measurement in the x and z
direction. Since there is no magnification effect in the axial direction, the correction
factor is not applied. The magnification effect is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 (a) shows
the radius of the aluminum specimen measured by DIC, while Figure 5 (b) shows the
distribution of the specimen surface in the y direction. The radius measured by DIC is
taken to be on average as 10.9 mm, whereas the actual measured radius is 8.0 mm. On
the other hand, the DIC gives an axial distance between two known points as 13.95 mm
(0.549 inches), and the known measured value was 13.90 mm (0.547 inches), which
corresponds to a 0.4% error. It should be noted that this error is small and is mostly due
to errors in the DIC technique, and not due to any magnification effect.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. A scheme that explains the appearance difference between the calibration
grid (a) in air and (b) in the tube filled with water.
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Rave = 10.90 mm

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. 3D DIC calibration data of radius (a) and axial position (b) measured
through the calibration experiment.
The out-of-plane and in-plane 3D DIC calibration results for the cylindrical aluminum
specimen are presented in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows the actual out-of-plane
displacements and the displacements obtained from 3D DIC. The displacements in the
x, y, and z directions are shown in Figure 6 (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The
displacements measured with DIC and calibration corrections agree very well with the
actual displacements, with a maximum percentage error of approximately 4% for all
three spatial directions. The correction factor depends on the experimental
configurations such as tube material and geometry, specimen geometry and location.
However, such a calibration procedure can be extended to any other configuration of
transparent water filled tube.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6. Out-of-plane and in plane displacements and error analysis in the x (a), y (b)
and z (c) directions using 3D DIC calibration results.
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Hydrostatic Loading Experiments Results
The full-field radial deformation of the H35 foam is shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 (a)
shows the specimen in the undeformed state. Figure 7 (b) shows the specimen
undergoing elastic deformation. At this point, the radius remains mainly unchanged due
to the small strains experienced by the foam. Figure 7 (c) shows the specimen in the
plastic deformation regime. Finally, Figure 7 (d), taken to be 223 s after the initiation of
the plastic collapse specimen, shows the specimen experiencing the maximum strain.
Time 0 s is the time when compression is initiated by the Instron loading machine. The
H35 foam undergoes elastic deformation until about 110 s which corresponds to a
hydrostatic pressure of 0.26 MPa. Plastic deformation starts after 110 s. When the
hydrostatic pressure reaches a critical value, the closed cells of the foam begin to
collapse as seen at 115 s (Figure 7 (c)). The specimen then undergoes a continuous drop
in volume after the buckling point as seen at 233 s (Figure (d)). The hydrostatic pressure
versus volumetric strain curve corresponding to the H35 foam explained above is shown
in Figure 8. In figure 8 while the pressure data is collected by Instron 5585, real time
out-of-plane deformation data is obtained by VIC 3D. Then, true volumetric strain is
calculated from
ev =

V0 −V
V0

(1)

where ev is the true volumetric strain, V0 is the initial volume and V is the instantaneous
volume.
Initially the volumetric strain increases linearly with increasing hydrostatic pressure
until PHC, which indicates an elastic response for small deformations. At this instance,
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hydraulic crush point of the foam, when the closed cells of the specimen become
unstable, is reached. Due to the lack of the stiffness in the buckled cells, the specimen
undergoes a large and sudden volumetric deformation. This response is seen in the
plateau region where a very small increase in pressure results in a very large volumetric
strain. Once the cells of the foams have completely buckled, they undergo stacking on
each other. The hydrostatic pressure then increases steeply and nonlinearly with
increasing volumetric strain. This is called the densification region.
The bulk modulus of the material is considered as the ratio between the pressure
required to bring the material to the hydraulic crush point, and 5% of the volumetric
strain (which is similar to the hydraulic crush strain). For the H35 foam, the bulk
modulus is determined to be 5.2 MPa. Furthermore, the energy stored in the specimen
is taken to be as the area under the pressure-strain curve, up to 75% volumetric strain,
which corresponds to the densification strain eVD. The densification strain eVD is
determined as the intersection of a line along the pressure-strain curve within plateau
region and a line tangent to the pressure-strain curve within densification region as
shown in Figure 8. The energy absorbed by the foam during the deformation is equal to
310 kJ/m3 for H35. When the specimen reaches the critical buckling pressure or
hydraulic crush point, the foam material begins to undergo plastic deformation. During
the plateau region, cell structures of the foam absorb significant amounts of energy due
to this plastic deformation.
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t=0s

t = 107 s

(b)

(a)

t = 115 s

t = 233 s

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Change in radius measured through 3D DIC for quasi hydrostatic compression
of H35 foam.

Figure 8. Hydrostatic pressure versus volumetric strain curve for the H35 foam.
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The full-field dR values of the foam with different densities are shown in Figure 9 with
respect to the different values of applied hydrostatic pressure. Each column in Figure 9
represents the different densities of the foam while each row represents some arbitrary
values of applied hydrostatic pressure. As seen from Figure 9, the elastic region (red
color contours) stays longer as the hydrostatic pressure increases when the density of
the foam increases. This behavior shows that hydraulic crush point pressure increases
with the increase in density. The hydrostatic pressure versus volumetric strain curves
for the different foam densities are shown in Figure 10. Bulk moduli and hydraulic crush
points are also provided for the various foam densities. The hydraulic crush point and
bulk modulus properties increase when foam density is increased. This is due to the
increase in the cell wall thickness as foam density increases. When the foam becomes
denser, it becomes stiffer as can also be seen from Table 1. Therefore, the hydraulic
crush point and the bulk modulus increase. Both the hydraulic crush point and bulk
modulus have increased about 450% from the H35 to the H100 foam. This change is
very significant when considering the design of structures with foam cores. On the other
hand, it is also seen from Figure 10 that PHC values for H45 and H60 foams are very
close to each other. This is due to the relatively large variability in elastic properties of
these foams as provided by manufacturer [11]. Additionally, several parameters
including stock of the foam sheets, direction of the loading (perpendicular or parallel to
the sheet plane), and location where the specimen is machined play a significant role in
the mechanical behavior of the foams [14].
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Figure 9. Change in radius measured through 3D DIC for quasi hydrostatic
compression of different densities of foam. Each column represents relative contours
for each foam grade while each row represents the applied hydrostatic pressure.

Figure 10. Hydrostatic pressure versus strain curves for different foam densities.
Experimental data presented in Figure 10 can be fit by piecewise equations, and these
equations can be used to develop material model of each foam density in computational
works. Following piecewise equations are obtained from curve fitting method:
H35:
16

𝑃11 = 9.59 × 𝑒𝑣

if

𝑃12 = 0.26

0.02 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.31

if

0 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.02

(2.1)
(2.2)

𝑃13 = 0.07 × 𝑒 3.48 × 𝑒𝑣 + 1.51 × 10−8 × 𝑒 22.96 × 𝑒𝑣 if 0.31 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.84

(2.3)

H45:
𝑃21 = 28.59 × 𝑒𝑣

if

𝑃22 = 0.50

0.02 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.29

if

0 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.02

(3.1)
(3.2)

𝑃23 = 0.24 × 𝑒 2.38×𝑒𝑣 + 1.95 × 10−5 × 𝑒 16.36×𝑒𝑣 if 0.29 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.74

(3.3)

H60:
𝑃31 = 29.46 × 𝑒𝑣

if

𝑃32 = 0.51

0.02 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.35

if

0 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.02

(4.1)
(4.2)

𝑃33 = 0.28 × 𝑒 1.77×𝑒𝑣 + 9.44 × 10−5 × 𝑒 15.51×𝑒𝑣 if 0.35 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.69

(4.3)

H80:
𝑃41 = 32.00 × 𝑒𝑣

if

𝑃42 = 0.69

0.02 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.40

if

0 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.02

(5.1)
(5.2)

𝑃43 = 0.35 × 𝑒 1.65×𝑒𝑣 + 1.13 × 10−5 × 𝑒 15.88×𝑒𝑣 if 0.40 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.79

(5.3)

H100:
𝑃51 = 66.51 × 𝑒𝑣

if

0 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.02
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(6.1)

𝑃52 = 1.15

if

0.02 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.23

(6.2)

𝑃53 = 1.09 × 𝑒 0.19×𝑒𝑣 + 1.58 × 10−3 × 𝑒 11.96×𝑒𝑣 if 0.23 < 𝑒𝑣 < 0.65

(6.3)

where 𝑃 is the hydrostatic pressure in MPa and 𝑒𝑣 is the volumetric strain.
Hydrostatic pressure versus volumetric strain curve of each foam density obtained from
the piecewise equations given above and experimental data is presented in Figure 11. It
is seen from the figure that curve from the experimental data and piecewise curve fitting
equation for each foam density correlates very well.

Figure 11. Hydrostatic pressure versus volumetric strain curve of each foam density
obtained from the piecewise equations (Eqs.2-5) and experimental data.
Table 2 shows the hydraulic crush point PHC, bulk modulus K, energy stored up to
densification strain U, strain rate 𝜀̇ and critical water depth hc for the collapse to start
for each density considered in this study. All the properties or parameters are calculated
via five repeated experiments for each foam density. It is seen from Table 1 that H100
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foam can store 250% more energy than H35 foam. This is a considerable large
difference in terms of energy dissipation. Evolutions of hydraulic crush point PHC and
energy U given in Table 2 are presented in Figure 12. Both U and PHC increase linearly
with the foam density. It is encouraging to note that experimental data shows that as the
foam density approaches zero both U and PHC also approach zero. The linear fit model
shown in Figure 12 can serve as an experimental benchmark for numerical and
theoretical analysis of buckling of these foams. Moreover, strain rate data given in Table
2 is the average strain rate of the whole loading process. Strain rates in the elastic,
plateau and densification regions for all foam grades are 10-4, 10-2 and 10-3 1/s,
respectively.
As seen from Figure 10, foams for each density experience more than 60% volumetric
strain. However, postmortem pictures of foams presented in Figure 13 show that their
residual strains are relatively small after removing the hydrostatic pressure. That shows
the high recovery ability of the PVC foam cells. In Figure 13 from left to right, the first
foam is a typical undeformed H100 specimen and the second, third, fourth, fifth and
sixth foams are deformed H35, H45, H60, H80 and H100 specimens, respectively after
hydrostatic loading is applied. Quantitatively, H35, H45, H60, H80 and H100 foams
regain 88, 79, 82, 63 and 82% of their initial volume, respectively. Although H35 foam
undergoes maximum volumetric strain of 85%, which is larger than the maximum
volumetric strain values of all the other foam grades, it regains 88% of its initial volume,
which is also the largest regained value of all other foam grades. This is due to the larger
air pockets stored in larger cells of lower density foams, which cause larger collapse of
the foam cells due to high compressibility of the air. Such deformation mechanism due
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to air leads foam cells to have a spring type of mechanism. That mechanism helps foam
cells to regain the relatively large amount of their initial volumes. On the other hand,
H100 foam regains 82 % of its initial volume even though it has smaller cell sizes and
essentially smaller air pockets. This is due to the lower maximum volumetric strain
(about 65 %) that H100 foam underwent during the hydrostatic loading. Therefore, the
maximum volumetric strain that a foam material experiences also plays a significant
role on the rebounding volume.
Table 2. Quasi hydrostatic properties and data of different foam densities.
Foam Type

PHC (MPa)

K (MPa)

U (kJ/m3)

𝜺̇

hc (m)

H35

0.26±0.008

5.2±0.16

272±30

3x10-3

15 (49 feet)

H45

0.50±0.004

10.0±0.08

403±20

3x10-3

40 (131 feet)

H60

0.53±0.023

10.6±0.46

409±42

3x10-3

42 (138 feet)

H80

0.73±0.045

14.6±0.91

543±71

3x10-3

62 (203 feet)

H100

1.11±0.058

22.1±1.15

666±35

3x10-3

100 (328 feet)
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Figure 12. Evolutions of hydraulic crush point PHC and stored energy U as a function
of foam density. Linear equations are derived as PHC (ρ)=0.01001*ρ and U
(ρ)=6.978*ρ.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Front view (a) and side view (b) pictures for different densities of PVC
foam.
Figure 14 presents a series of microscopy images comparing the undeformed and
deformed cell structure of the foam for different densities. It is clearly seen that the
mechanism of deformation under hydrostatic compression at low strain rate is due to
buckling of the cell walls [4].
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Figure 14. Microscopy images comparing the undeformed and deformed cell structure
of the foam for different densities. Some of the buckled cells are outlined with red
dashed lines.
Another important observation to be pointed out for the deformation of cylindrical
foams under hydrostatic loading is the hourglass shaped deformation. This is due to the
significant variation of the density along the foam sheet thickness [13]. Increase in the
foam density towards the sheet skins makes the respective section of the foam stiffer
than its central section. Figure 15 represents how density distribution plays a significant
role on the deformation of the foam. Figure 15 (a) shows a picture of a rectangular
section from a Divinycell H grade foam sheet. A cylindrical foam specimen made from
such rectangular sheet is shown in Figure 15 (b). The desired height of the specimen is
obtained by cutting the foam from only one side. Then, the specimen is exposed to
hydrostatic loading as explained in earlier sections. Figure 15 (c) shows a post-mortem
picture of the specimen after hydrostatic loading. It is seen from Figure 15 (c) that the
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center and upper sides (where a section is cut) of the foam undergo 13 % and 7 % less
radial deformation then the lower side (where the skin is present). This is due to the
stiffness variation across the foam sheet. In order to show the density variation through
the sheet thickness two rectangular sections, one from the skin side and the other from
the center, are cut with approximate dimensions of 25 x 25 x 10 mm. Then, these
rectangular sections are weighed. Densities are obtained as 95.2 ± 0.03 and 90.2 ± 0.03
kg/m3 for the skin side and central sections, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 15. Pictures showing (a) a rectangular section from Divinycell H grade foam
sheet, (b) an undamaged sample made from the foam sheet shown in (a) and (c) a
damaged sample representing the deformation difference due to density variation
across the sheet thickness.
Conclusion
A calibration scheme was developed to employ 3D DIC for submerged objects within
an optically clear curved tube. Experiments were conducted for different densities of
Divinycell H grade foam. Hydrostatic pressure measurements were coupled with 3D
DIC deformation of the foam specimens to obtain the constitutive behavior of the foams.
The following conclusions can be made from the experiments conducted in this study:
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• Underwater objects within curved windows appear as magnified in the radial
direction but not the axial.
• A correction factor is derived to minimize the error introduced by the DIC for
the measurements. The maximum error introduced to the displacement
measurement system from DIC technique is 4.5%.
• Underwater constitutive behavior of closed cell PVC foams with varying
densities is investigated at the strain rate of 3x10-3 s-1. It is also observed that
strain rate varies region to region on the pressure versus volumetric strain curve.
• Findings showed that bulk modulus and hydraulic crush point increase 450%
while energy stored up to densification strain increases 250% from H35 to H100
foam. These are highly significant outcomes to be used in the design of these
structures. For instance, there is an 85 m (279 feet) difference in terms of critical
water depth, which corresponds to the hydraulic crush point where foam
experiences the collapse.
• Microscopy images comparing the undeformed and deformed cell structure of
the foam for different densities showed that deformation mechanism is due to
buckling of the cell walls.
• Density variation across the thickness of the foam sheet leads to an hourglass
shape deformation. Densities were obtained as 95.2 ± 0.03 and 90.2 ± 0.03 kg/m3
for rectangular sections from the skin side and center, respectively.
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Abstract
A dynamic loading facility is developed to investigate the underwater shock response
of poly vinyl chloride foams of varying densities. The shock loading facility consists of
a water filled hollow cylindrical structure, with one end fully closed and the other end
fitted with a nylon piston. A rigid striker is used to impact the piston, which creates an
underwater shockwave. The facility is comprised of four separate sections, where the
middle section is an optically clear acrylic window, and the other three sections are
aluminum. The optically clear acrylic window is utilized for the employment of threedimensional Digital Image Correlation in conjunction with high-speed photography
(90,000–100,000 frames per second) to obtain full-field deformation data of the foams
during shock loading. Pressure data is recorded using piezoelectric pressure sensors at
different locations along the underwater shock tube. Peak pressures in the range of 1–
10 MPa with exponential decays are generated by changing the striker velocity.
Furthermore, quasi-static hydrostatic response of pre shocked foams is evaluated using
a previously developed underwater loading facility. Strain rate of 103 s−1 is obtained in
foam specimens during the experiments. Findings showed substantial delay between the
underwater shock loading and material response. Polyvinyl chloride foams recovered
80–90% of their original shape after underwater shock loading and also retained much
of their energy absorption capacity.
Keywords
Underwater Shock, Dynamic Pressure, Volumetric Strains, 3D DIC, Closed Cell Foam.
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Introduction
The underwater shock response of closed cell poly vinyl chloride (PVC) foams of
varying densities is investigated. 3D Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique is used
with high speed photography to obtain the full-field deformation data throughout the
shock loading event. An underwater shock loading facility, which utilizes 3D DIC to
analyze the shock loading response of closed cell PVC foams for various densities is
designed and fabricated. The facility is then utilized to obtain the constitutive behavior
of the shock loaded PVC foams. Polymer foams are extensively used in a wide range of
applications, such as the automotive industry, protective equipment, aerospace industry,
wind energy, and the marine industry due to their energy absorption capabilities and
high strength to weight ratio [1-6]. Understanding the dynamic deformation behavior of
polymer foams is necessary in the design of foam core structures.
Deshpande et al. [7] developed an underwater shock loading facility to study the onedimensional fluid-structure interaction of sandwich plates with steel face sheets and
aluminum foam core. The experimental facility developed by Deshpande et al. was later
modified by Schiffer and Tagarielli [8] in order to apply an initial hydrostatic pressure
and observe the cavitation physics by use of an acrylic tube. Furthermore, the study
investigated the one-dimensional response of both air-backed and water-backed
(submerged) unsupported rigid plates and cavitation phenomena. Hufner and Augustine
[9] developed an underwater shock loading facility in order to investigate the shock
loading response of air backed E-glass/vinyl ester laminates. A rate-dependent
constitutive model capable of representing anisotropic damage was developed, which
showed a good agreement with the experimental results. Avachat and Zhou [10] studied
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the effect of core density on the deformation and failure of sandwich composites
subjected to underwater impulsive loads. PVC foam cores and fiber-reinforced polymer
composite face sheets were used as materials of the sandwich structure. Findings
showed that thick and low-density cores provide superior blast mitigation and failure
resistance. Rolfe et al. [11] investigated the response of SAN foam core sandwich panel
subjected to underwater shock loading. Findings showed that a stepwise graded density
core, with increasing the foam density away from the blast, reduces panel deflection and
damage. Moreu and Mills [3] developed a test rig to investigate the hydrostatic
compression response of low-density polymeric foams including polystyrene,
polyethylene and polypropylene at relatively higher strain rates. The test rig developed
was to allow for direct deformation measurements of the specimens through a linear
variable differential transformer. Viot [12] developed an experimental setup to
investigate the hydrostatic compression response of polypropylene foam at relatively
higher strain rates. Deformation data was collected through a high speed camera.
Moreover, polypropylene foam samples were coated with silicone gel. The stressvolumetric strain response of the foam was obtained for varying densities. Findings
showed that the foam was transversely isotropic under hydrostatic compression. Fan et
al. [13] investigated the underwater shock wave interaction with both closed and open
cell aluminum foams. The experiments were conducted in a cylindrical water tank with
a 5 m diameter and height. Pressure signals created by an explosive were recorded with
and without specimens in the water tank for comparison of the pressure transmission.
Zhang et al. [2] studied the constitutive modeling of polymeric foams including
polyurethane and polypropylene subjected to hydrostatic compression.
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However, underwater shock response of closed cell PVC foams with real-time full-field
noninvasive measurement techniques has not been investigated yet. Results showed that
the PVC foams recover a considerable amount of the original volume after underwater
shock loading. Following the recovery, quasi-static hydrostatic compression response
of the foams is carried out. These hydrostatic loading experiments revealed that the
foams can still absorb a significant amount of energy after being shock loaded.
Experimental Procedures
Material and specimen dimensions
The closed cell PVC foams investigated in this study consists of five different densities:
35 kg/m3 (H35), 45 kg/m3 (H45), 60 kg/m3 (H60), 80 kg/m3 (H80), and 100 kg/m3
(H100). The foams are manufactured by Diab International (Laholm, Sweden), and are
selected due to their wide application range and the excellent mechanical properties
[14]. The specimens are machined at the University of Rhode Island to high dimensional
tolerances. Table 1 summarizes the experimental cases and specimen details such as
densities, dimensions, moduli, strengths and Poisson’s ratios. For the shock loading,
five trials are carried out for each foam density case. These trials resulted in a set of five
impulses with corresponding volumetric strains as shown in Table 2.
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Table 1. Material properties and specimen description as measured in Dynamic PhotoMechanics Laboratory.
Specimen

H35

H45

H60

H80

H100

Density (kg/m3)

39

46

60

85

95

Diameter (mm)

17.8

18.1

18.1

18.3

18.4

Height (mm)

20.6

20.9

20.9

20.9

20.5

Young’s Modulus (MPa)

15

19

24

35

52

Yield Strength (MPa)

0.45

0.60

0.90

1.20

1.90

Poisson’s Ratio

0.23

0.22

0.21

0.17

0.17

Underwater shock loading facility
The underwater shock loading facility consists of an optically clear acrylic tube, three
aluminum tube sections, an aluminum stopper and a nylon piston that is free to move in
the axial direction of the tube, shown in Figure 1. The inner and outer diameters of both
the acrylic and aluminum tubes are 76.2 mm (3 inches) and 101.6 mm (4 inches),
respectively. The length of the acrylic tube is 51 mm (2 inches) while the lengths of the
three aluminum tube sections are 813 mm (32 inches), 914 mm (36 inches) and 813 mm
(32 inches). The striker and piston lengths used in this study are 76.2 mm (3 inches) and
40.6 mm (1.6 inches), respectively. The specimen is placed concentrically inside of the
acrylic tube section and held in place with a fixture to prevent any movement due to
buoyancy. The fixture is composed of a thin needle (r = 0.73 mm), which passes through
the center of the cylindrical specimen, and allows a symmetric axial and radial
deformation. Once the specimen is placed inside of the acrylic tube section, the
underwater shock loading facility is filled with water. An aluminum striker is fired from
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a gas gun with a certain velocity. The striker then impacts and couples with the nylon
piston in the setup. This striker-piston system creates the shock wave by momentum
transfer from a striker-piston system onto water domain. Peak pressure, wave length and
decay time is controlled by the striker velocity, the striker length and the striker-piston
mass/area ratio. The pressure profile generated in the vessel can be described in terms
of the peak pressure p0 and decay time θ as [7]
𝑝(𝑡) = 𝑝0 𝑒

−𝑡⁄
𝜃,

(1)

Peak pressure and decay time are defined as
𝑝0 = 𝜌𝑤 𝑐𝑤 𝑣0 ,
𝑚𝑆,𝑃

𝜃=𝜌

𝑤 𝑐𝑤

,

(2)
(3)

where, ρw is the density of water, cw is the speed of sound of water, v0 is the initial
velocity of the striker-piston system and mS,P is ratio of the total mass of the strikerpiston system to the cross-sectional area of the piston. Furthermore, v0 and mS,P can be
defined as
𝑀𝑆 𝑣𝑆

𝑣0 = 𝑀

𝑆 +𝑀𝑃

𝑚𝑆,𝑃 =

,

𝑀𝑆 +𝑀𝑃
𝐴𝑃

(4)

,

(5)

where vS is the velocity of the striker, MS is the mass of the striker, MP is the mass of the
piston and AP is the cross-sectional area of the piston. This loading system produced a
strain rate on the order of 103 for all foam densities in experiments.
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During the underwater shock loading event, eight pressure sensors (PCB 113B22 from
PCB Piezotronics, Inc., Depew, NY) are used to capture pressure history along the tube.
The sensors are set to record at a frequency of 1 MHz. Two Photron SA1 (Photron USA,
Inc.) high speed cameras are used to record the real-time deformation response of the
specimen. These cameras are used with the resolutions of 192 x 192 and 192 x 224
pixels at 100,000 and 90,000 frames per second, respectively. It should be noted that
framing rate and resolution are the same in a given experiment but vary from experiment
to experiment.

Figure 1. A schematic of the underwater shock loading facility developed at the
Dynamics Photo-Mechanics Laboratory.
3D DIC calibration setup
To calibrate the system for DIC, two high speed cameras are positioned perpendicular
to the tube, with an offset angle of 17o, with the intersection point of the cameras’ line
of sight being the center of the acrylic tube, shown in Figure 1 (b). The cameras records
images of a calibration grid displaced manually in all the degrees of freedom in absence
of the acrylic tube to determine their relative spatial location. The analyses of the
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calibration images, as well as the experimental images are performed using the
commercially available VIC-3D 7 software (Correlated Solutions, Inc. Columbia, SC).
More details on the calibration process can be found in the study by Senol and Shukla
[15]. The calibration experiment results showed that underwater objects within curved
cylindrical windows appear substantially magnified in radial direction but not axial
direction. This magnification effect is taken into account by a correction factor [15].
Figure 2 (a) shows the full-field radius of a fully submerged cylindrical undeformed
specimen in the acrylic tube. The actual average radius is 9.13 mm, however, the
average DIC radius is 12.72 mm due to the magnification effect of water and curvature
of the acrylic tube. In order to address this magnification effect, the correction factor
obtained through the calibration experiments detailed in [15] is applied to the radius
measurements obtained through DIC. Figure 2 (b) presents the corrected full-field
radius of the specimen shown in Figure 2 (a). It is seen from Figure 2 (b) that the average
radius measured by DIC is now 9.08 mm, which corresponds to a 0.5 % error. Moreover,
it is also seen from Figure 2 (b) that the variation in the full-field radius measurement is
under 0.12 mm as seen in the narrow range of the color bar.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. 3D DIC measurement of radius (a) before and (b) after the application of the
correction factor.
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Hydrostatic loading setup
The hydrostatic loading experiments on the post shocked specimens are conducted in a
specially designed loading setup. This hydrostatic loading facility consists of an
optically clear acrylic tube, an aluminum stopper and a nylon piston that is free to move
in the axial direction of the tube, shown in Figure 3. The inner and outer diameters of
the acrylic tube are 76.2 mm (3 inches) and 101.6 mm (4 inches), respectively. The
height of the acrylic tube is 177.8 mm (7 inches). Once the specimen is placed inside of
the acrylic tube, the tube is filled with water, and the nylon piston is compressed by an
Instron model 5585 (Instron, Norwood MA). The incompressibility of the water
provides the hydrostatic loading as the nylon piston is displaced downward. 3D DIC
technique is again used in these experiments to evaluate the constitutive behavior of the
pre shocked specimens. More details on the hydrostatic loading setup can be found in
the study by Senol and Shukla [15].

Instron Platen for
Compression

Nylon Piston
Air Bleeder

O-Ring

Acrylic Tube

Fixture

Specimen
Water
O-Rings
Aluminum Stopper
Instron Platen for
Compression

Figure 3. A schematic of the hydrostatic loading facility [15].
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Experimental results and discussion
Underwater shock loading
A careful calibration of the developed shock loading facility is performed prior to
conducting experiments on the PVC foams. The shock tube is filled with water and the
piston is impacted by a projectile. The pressure history is recorded using pressure gages
along the length of the tube. Measured pressure history along the underwater shock tube
facility in the absence of a specimen is shown in Figure 4. The pressure is achieved by
a striker velocity of 9.5 m/s with an aluminum striker having a diameter of 51 mm (2
inches) and length of 76 mm (3 inches). Predicted pressure history using equations (1)(5) for such striker velocity, striker mass and piston mass is also presented and compared
with the data collected from CH1 in Figure 4. It is seen from Figure 4 that the measured
peak pressure is lower than the prediction. This could be due to many experimental
factors such as non - ideal coupling of striker - piston system and the attenuation of the
energy from impact until CH1 location where data is collected. It is also seen from
Figure 4 that the peak pressures measured on CH3 and on CH4 before and after the
small acrylic section are very close to each other. This small difference in the peak
pressures is due to the change in pipe’s material as the wave travels from the aluminum
section to the acrylic section and then back to the aluminum section [16]. While the peak
pressure value of CH3 is 3.3 MPa, it is 3.2 MPa for CH4, a difference about 3%.
Moreover, the pressure impulse difference between CH3 and CH4 is only 4%.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the energy carried by shock will mostly be absorbed
through the deformation of the specimen instead of the acrylic tube expansion.
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Figure 4. Measured pressure history along the underwater shock tube in the absence of
a specimen and predicted pressure history. CH1 is the closest pressure channel to the
striker side while CH8 is the furthest. Distance between CH3 and CH4 is about 90 mm
(3.5 inches).
Peak pressure value in the tube can be adjusted to the desired value by changing the
velocity of the striker as given in Eq. (2). The striker velocity can be manipulated by
changing the internal vessel pressure of the gas gun before firing the striker. Figure 5
provides a comparison between pressure histories collected from CH1 for the striker
velocity of 9.5 (black line) and 13 m/s (red dashed line). Increasing the velocity of the
striker from 9.5 to 13 m/s increases the peak pressure from 4.9 to 8.3 MPa. It is seen
from Figure 5 that increasing the striker velocity decreases the rise time of the
underwater shock. This helps in increasing the strain rate of the deformation response
for the specimen, which will be detailed later in this section.
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Figure 5. Effect of the striker velocity on the peak pressure collected from CH1.
Key features of the deformation event for the H80 foams are presented in Figure 6 in
terms of full-field radial displacements. Figure 6 (a) shows the full-field radial
deformation of the foam at time 0 ms when the shock wave reaches CH3. Although the
peak of the shock wave has passed through the specimen at 0.2 ms, the foam just begins
to deform at 0.2 ms seen in Figure 6 (b); there is a delay in time between the incident of
the shock wave and the deformation response of the foam. Figure 6 (c) shows that the
foam is undergoing deformation at 0.3 ms after the shockwave has already passed
through the specimen. This deformation keeps increasing until reaching the maximum
volumetric deformation at 0.45 ms as seen in Figure 6 (d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. The full-field radial deformation measured through 3D DIC for underwater
dynamic loading of H80 foam.
The pressure data collected from CH3 is synchronized with the full-field deformation
as volumetric strain and such data are presented in Figure 7. The time delay between
the applied dynamic pulse and the foam response in terms of volumetric strain can be
seen clearly in Figure 7. The inertia of the specimen causes this delay in its response to
the applied dynamic pulse. At the time when specimen experiences the peak pressure,
the volumetric strain is only about 5%. Then, the strain value reaches the maximum at
about 0.45 ms a time when the specimen experiences a pressure of about 1 MPa, which
is much lower than the peak pressure.
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Figure 7. Pressure data (blue line) collected from CH3 and volumetric strain data (red
dashed line) obtained by 3D DIC technique for H80 foam.
The H100 foams have higher stiffness than the lower density foams; therefore, to
achieve similar strains in the H100 foams, a dynamic pulse of larger magnitude is
necessary. The pressure profiles generated by projectile impact in water for the H35 and
H100 experiments are seen in Figure 8 (a). A striker velocity of 9.5 m/s is used in
experiments to study H35 foam. It is seen that peak shock pressure for this experiment
is 3.4 MPa, resulting in a 73% volumetric strain. The striker velocity is increased to 13
m/s for the H100 foam, which yielded a peak shock pressure of 4.8 MPa. It is seen from
Figure 8 (b) that 4.8 MPa peak pressure only results a 54 % volumetric strain of H100
foam while 3.4 MPa peak pressure is sufficient to result a 73 % volumetric strain of H35
foam. This conclusion is then used to adjust the striker velocity such that all foams have
approximately equal amounts of volumetric strain for better comparison.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 8. Relationship between peak pressures and deformation responses of the
lowest density (H35) and highest density (H100) foams used in this study. Pressure (a)
and volumetric strain (b) histories of H35 (black line) and H100 (red dashed line)
foams.
After determining the required striker velocities required to achieve the same volumetric
strain in all foam densities, a series of underwater shock experiments is conducted.
Table 2 summarizes impulses and respective volumetric strains for each experiment and
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foam density. It is seen from Table 2 that volumetric strains vary with respect to the
magnitude of the input impulse in each trial for each foam density. The data in Table 2
shows that the input impulse needs to be increased for higher foam densities in order to
achieve similar volumetric strains. For example, to achieve a volumetric strain of 70 –
80 % for each foam density, the required impulses are about 6, 8, 9, 10 and 12 N·s for
H35, H45, H60, H80 and H100 foams, respectively.
Table 2. Impulse and volumetric strain data for each trial and foam density.
Experiment

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

Name

Trial

Trial

Trial

Trial

Trial

Impulse (N·s)

6.10

5.47

5.15

5.13

4.85

eV

0.73

0.68

0.66

0.64

0.52

Impulse (N·s)

8.71

8.08

7.97

7.59

7.21

eV

0.83

0.72

0.72

0.62

0.60

Impulse (N·s)

9.17

7.56

7.49

7.07

6.82

eV

0.81

0.54

0.54

0.48

0.38

Impulse (N·s)

10.82

10.39

9.77

8.94

7.36

eV

0.79

0.78

0.70

0.62

0.41

Impulse (N·s)

12.78

11.99

11.89

10.80

8.93

eV

0.77

0.74

0.71

0.63

0.54

H35

H45

H60

H80

H100

Figure 9 presents the full-field dR values of the foams as a function of time. Each
column in Figure 9 represents the different foam densities while each row represents the
time of the key features for the deformation process. It is seen in Figure 9 that although
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the maximum dR values are fairly close for each foam density, duration of the
deformation response shows a decreasing trend with density.

Figure 9. Change in radius measured through 3D DIC for underwater shock response
of different densities of foam. Each column represents relative contours for each foam
grade as a function of real-time.
The pressure data collected from CH3 and the volumetric strain data obtained through
3D DIC are synchronized and presented in Figure 10. The magnitude of the peak
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pressures are increased by increasing the striker velocity to reach a volumetric strain
range of 70% to 80%. Such change in the magnitude of the peak pressure also alters the
duration of the loading and the duration of the material deformation response. In these
experiments, the strain rate is 1.04x103 s-1 for H35 while it is 1.98x103 s-1 for H100.
Therefore, it takes almost double the time to achieve similar volumetric strain in case
of H35.

Figure 10. Real-time pressure data collected from CH3 and volumetric strain data
obtained through 3D DIC technique for various densities of the foam.
The velocity history of full-field radial deformation for different foam densities is
presented in Figure 11 in order to show the significant hysteresis between shock loading
and material response. It is seen from Figure 11 that the magnitude of the peak radial
deformation velocities are 17 (at 0.41 ms), 25 (at 0.26 ms), 28 (at 0.34 ms), 48 (0.31
ms) and 49 (0.29 ms) m/s for H35, H45, H60, H80 and H100 foams, respectively. It is
also seen from Figure 10 that the peak pressures at those given instants in Figure 11
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have already passed through the specimen length. Moreover, the pressure values at those
instants are relatively negligible. Thus, a substantial lag in time occurs between shock
loading and material response.

Figure 11. The velocity history of full-field radial deformation data obtained through
3D DIC technique for various densities of the foam.
The postmortem of specimens from different experiments shows all the foam grades
regain most of the initial volume after undergoing 70% volumetric strain in response to
underwater shock loading. Figure 12 illustrates a comparison between a non-shocked
and shocked H35 foam specimen.

Figure 12. An image comparing the volume of the non-shocked (left) and shocked
(right) H35 foam specimen.
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Table 3 shows the diameters and heights of the cylindrical foams for various densities
before and after underwater shock loading. Foams H35, H45, H60, H80 and H100
regained 91, 87, 92, 91, 79 % of their initial volumes, respectively after underwater
dynamic loading. These recoveries are remarkable and encourage the use of these foams
for underwater hydrostatic loading subsequent to underwater shock loading.
Table 3. Comparison of the diameters and heights of the cylindrical foams presented
in this section before and after underwater shock loading for a typical test.
Specimen

H35

H45

H60

H80

H100

17.9 ± 0.1

18.0 ± 0.1

18.2 ± 0.1

18.3 ± 0.1

18.5 ± 0.1

17.2 ± 0.5

17.2 ± 0.5

17.8 ± 0.5

17.6 ± 0.5

16.5 ± 0.5

20.4 ± 0.1

20.8 ± 0.1

21.0 ± 0.1

20.9 ± 0.1

20.6 ± 0.1

20.2 ± 0.1

19.9 ± 0.1

20.2 ± 0.1

20.6 ± 0.1

20.5 ± 0.1

91 ± 1

87 ± 1

92 ± 1

91 ± 1

79 ± 1

Diameter Before
Shock (mm)
Diameter After
Shock (mm)
Height Before
Shock (mm)
Height After
Shock (mm)
Volumetric
Recovery (%)
A series of microscopy images of different density foams comparing the virgin and
deformed cell structure of the foam after shock loading are seen in Figure 13. It is seen
that the mechanism of deformation for underwater shock loading is due to buckling of
the cell walls [17]. However, this deformation mechanism is more dominant in foams
that loaded hydrostatically under low strain rate [15]. This mechanism of deformation
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perhaps clarifies the higher volume regaining capabilities of the foams subjected to
shock loads.

Figure 13. Microscopy images comparing the virgin and deformed (through
underwater shock loading) cell structure of the foam for different densities. Some of
the buckled cells are outlined with red dashed lines.
Hydrostatic loading after underwater shock loading experiments
After the foams are subjected to an underwater shock, hydrostatic pressure is applied to
understand the residual stiffness of these foams. Hydrostatic loading is achieved by the
experimental setup shown in Figure 3 (see section 2.4. for setup details). The full-field
hydrostatic radial deformations of shock loaded H35 foam are shown in Figure 14 (a).
For comparison the full-field hydrostatic radial deformations of virgin H35 foam are
shown in Figure 14 (b). Same loading rate is applied to the both shocked (Figure 14 (a))
and virgin (Figure 14 (b)) specimen. The specimen diameter and height before the
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underwater shock loading were 17.9 and 20.6 mm, respectively. After shock loading the
diameter and height are 17.1 and 20.2 mm, respectively. Moreover, the specimen
underwent a maximum volumetric strain of 65% during the underwater shock loading.
Time 0 s is taken to be the undeformed state of the specimen. At 25 s the foam suddenly
undergoes a large radial deformation under the hydrostatic pressure of 0.17 MPa. Such
large deformation was observed at 115 s under the hydrostatic pressure of 0.26 MPa for
the hydrostatic compression loading of a virgin H35 as shown in Figure 14 (b) [15].

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. Change in radius measured through 3D DIC for hydrostatic compression of
(a) shocked (2MPa peak pressure) and (b) virgin H35 foams [15] under the same
loading rate.
Figure 15 shows a comparison of hydrostatic constitutive behavior of shocked and
virgin (unshocked) H35 foams. It is seen that hydrostatic constitutive behavior is
different for the shocked foam than the virgin one. The shocked foam undergoes
relatively higher volumetric strains at lower pressures than the virgin foam in the elastic
region. However, it starts densifying at relatively lower volumes than the compared to
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virgin foams. Therefore, the plateau region, which is a representation of energy
absorption capabilities of the foams, becomes relatively smaller for shocked foams.
Energies absorbed up to densification strains are 217 and 310 kJ/m3 for the shocked and
virgin foams, respectively. For the virgin foams, there is a hydraulic crush point where
the closed cells of the foams collapse plastically and a large increase in volumetric strain
at a relatively constant hydrostatic pressure is observed. Such behavior is not seen for
the shocked foams. This is because such collapse mechanism already happened during
the underwater shock loading. However, cells are able to regain most of their initial
volumes within a short duration of the underwater shock loading.

Figure 15. Comparison of hydrostatic constitutive behavior of shocked (red dashed
line) and virgin (black line) H35 foams under compression.
The hydrostatic constitutive behaviors of different density foams previously exposed to
underwater shock loading are seen in Figure 16. The energy stored in the specimen up
to the densification strains are 217, 169, 276, 208 and 280 kJ/m3 for H35, H45, H60,
H80 and H100, respectively. For comparison purposes, the hydrostatic constitutive
behaviors of different density virgin foams are presented in Figure 17 [15]. Initial shock
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loading has a considerable influence on the hydrostatic volumetric constitutive response
of different density foams. The slope of the linear elastic region decreases while the
plateau region become smaller for all foam densities with prior shock loading. It should
be noted that the wall thickness and size of the closed cells of the foam play a significant
role on the constitutive behavior of the foam. Since it is unknown how many of those
closed cells underwent elastic buckling, plastic buckling and/or a full rupture during the
underwater shock loading, it is not reasonable to make a comparison between the
stiffness of the virgin foam and shocked foam. Although it is well known that the
stiffness of the foam increases with density, it is not straightforward to say the same in
the case of shocked foams. For example, it is seen from Figure 16 and 17 that the
densification strains are smaller for shocked foams of the same density. This is due to
the change in the cell structure such as the amount of the air pockets left in the deformed
foams, and due to the residual stiffness of the elastically or plastically buckled cells.

Figure 16. Hydrostatic constitutive behaviors of different density foam previously
exposed to underwater shock loadings.
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Figure 17. Hydrostatic constitutive behavior of different density virgin foams [15].
A series of microscopy images is shown in Figure 18 for different density foams. The
images correspond to deformed specimens which have been exposed to underwater
shock followed by hydrostatic compression loadings, as well as virgin specimens. The
deformation mechanism in these specimens is similar to those shown in Figure 13,
which is the buckling of the cell walls [17]. Higher degree of buckling of cell walls is
seen in specimens that were exposed to both underwater shock and hydrostatic
compression loadings when compared to specimens that only have been exposed to
underwater shock loading.
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Figure 18. Microscopy images comparing the virgin and deformed (through both
underwater shock and hydrostatic compression loadings) cell structure of the foam for
different densities. Some of the buckled cells are outlined with red dashed lines.
Conclusion
An underwater shock loading setup, which allows for the use of 3D DIC to measure
volumetric changes in foam materials, is developed. Experiments are conducted to
investigate the underwater shock response of Divinycell H grade foams of varying
densities. The following conclusions can be made from the experiments conducted:
• Desired peak pressure in water can be obtained by changing the striker
velocity. With this control in the striker velocity and essentially the peak
pressure, the strain rate of loading in the foams can be controlled.
• For comparison purposes, to attain similar volumetric strain in different foams
the striker velocity needs to be adjusted.
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• Underwater shock response of closed cell PVC foams with varying densities
investigated at the strain rate of 103 s-1 showed that there is a delay between the
underwater shock loading and material response due to static inertia of the
material.
• Underwater shock loading experiments also showed that input impulse needs
to be increased with respect to foam density to achieve similar volumetric strain.
• Postmortem images showed the high volumetric recovering capabilities of the
foams. Volumetric recovery is between 79 to 92 % for different foam densities.
• Hydrostatic constitutive behaviors of the shocked and virgin foams are quite
different. For the previously shock loaded foams the slope of the elastic region
is decreased while the plateau region becomes shorter.
• It is also seen that collapse mechanism of the cells (where the large plateau
region is observed) disappeared during hydrostatic loading for the shocked
foams. This is due to the plastic collapse of the foams during the underwater
shock loading.
• Hydrostatic compressive response of the shocked foams showed that each foam
can still store considerable amount of energy up to the densification strains.
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Abstract
Shock mitigation performance of aqueous methylcellulose hydrogel and water for structural
applications was investigated through two dynamic loading instruments: Instrumented bar and
shock tube. While aqueous methylcellulose solutions have previously been found to attenuate
impact-induced forces passing through them by a unique liquid-to-solid phase transition, this is
the first time studied as shock mitigators to structural elements. The results obtained with
aqueous methylcellulose as mitigator were compared with an equivalent experiment conducted
with water as damping medium. The liquid was loaded into a specially designed hollow
aluminum box, built to allow transmission of dynamic stress waves to a thin back plate.
Determination of the liquid’s attenuation performance was based on the 3D Digital Image
Correlation technique with high-speed photography to obtain the full-field real-time
deformation data of the back-face plate throughout the dynamic loading event. It was found that
upon high rate loading with the instrumented bar, the aqueous methylcellulose solution
decreases the maximum out of plane displacement resulting from the dynamic loading by as
much as 40% compared to water, and significantly damps the structural vibrations of the backface plate. On the other hand, upon relatively low rate loading with shock tubes, water and
aqueous methylcellulose solutions provide the same magnitude of out of plane displacement,
however, the damping ratio (Logarithmic Decrement) of the structure through aqueous
methylcellulose solutions is 45 % greater than through water. The findings are analyzed and
rationalized in terms of imparted mechanical power.

Keywords
Aqueous methylcellulose, Thermoreversible gelation, Digital Image Correlation, Shock
loading, Energy mitigation.
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Introduction
Many engineering structures are designed to perform under extreme conditions such as
high accelerations, vibrations, or even strong impacts, all of which might jeopardize the
whole device or sub-modules within it [1–3]. For instance, during takeoff or sharp
maneuvers, drones experience high accelerations which often lead to repeating
malfunctions in electronic circuits [4], [5]. To protect the electronic devices, the circuits
are molded inside a protective polymer or in a cushioned case [6], [7]. Similarly, wave
slamming and hard landings onto water surfaces challenge the structural integrity of
naval crafts and racing boats on a daily basis [8–12]. Land vehicles are also equipped
with the proper suspensions and shock absorbers to isolate the passengers and
mechanical apparatus from the vibrations caused by a bumpy road and further, for
protection from accidents [13], [14]. Nowadays, there are many available products and
techniques designed to ensure the integrity of a structure subjected to violent loading
conditions. Among these, one can find collapsing metallic foams [15], [16],
honeycombs, polymeric layers [17], [18], and floating devices. Upon loading, the
above-mentioned elements cushion the device from the impact, and a portion of the
transferred elastic energy is reflected, dispersed, or absorbed [19].
However, while most of the mentioned solutions provide efficient protection from
structural penetration and eventual fracture, they do not efficiently damp the initial
violent elastic accelerations that could, among other things, cause traumatic organ
injury. Therefore, research has to be invested in finding solutions that mitigate those
violent accelerations, alongside more conventional protection solutions.
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Hydrogels have received significant attention in the past few decades due to their wide
range of applications in fields including agriculture, drug delivery systems, food
additives, pharmaceuticals, biomedical applications, tissue engineering, and wound
dressing [20–26]. Aqueous methylcellulose solutions (AMCS) form hydrogels thermoreversibly [27], [28], and have a wide range of applications, similar to other hydrogels
[29–32]. More recently, AMCSs were reported to undergo impact-induced gelation
[33]. These materials, which were known for decades to endothermically transition to a
gel upon heating [34], [35] or exposure to large pressures [36], [37] were shown to
respond quite rapidly (within microseconds) to impact, and significantly reduce the
amplitudes of forces passing through them following impact. These force reductions
were compared to those of ballistic gelatin and water, and were significantly larger for
AMCS than either of these two materials. In addition, compositing methylcellulose
(MC) hydrogels with various particles leads to the tailoring of their flow stresses [38].
Finally, the shock attenuation performance of AMCS as a function of concentration and
thickness was also recently studied [39].
However, the influence of AMCS on structural dynamics has not yet been investigated.
The purpose of the present work is to investigate the structural shock mitigation by
AMCS under different dynamic loading scales, including an instrumented bar in a
microseconds loading duration and shock tube in a milliseconds loading duration. The
performance of AMCS is compared to that of water, which is the main component
(>94% weight) of AMCS. In the first part, an instrumented bar setup (modified from a
traditional SHPB for compressive loadings) was used to generate the dynamic loading
on a specially designed aluminum (Al) frame filled by liquid AMC or water [40], [41].
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3D Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique was used with high-speed photography
to obtain the full-field deformation data throughout the dynamic loading event [11],
[42–44]. In the second part, a shock tube apparatus and 3D DIC were used to generate
and analyze the blast-analog loading effect on a similar structure with polycarbonate
(PC) face sheets filled with those liquids [17], [45], [46]. These two apparatuses enable
different dynamic loading rates of the AMCS in order to analyze the importance of this
parameter on the material’s attenuation performance.
Experimental procedures
Materials and Specimen Dimensions
An Al 6061 fixture for instrumented bar experiments was manufactured to store liquid
fillers (see Figure 1). The fixture consists of a square-shaped front face Al plate (216 x
216 x 13 mm), four solid Al square bars (25 x 25 mm cross section), twenty ½-13 bolt
- nut sets, and a square shape Al back face plate (216 x 216 x 0.8 mm). Bolts are
positioned 38 mm on centers with 35 mm steel washers to ensure uniform fixed
boundary conditions. A similar fixture for shock tube experiments was used by
replacing the Al front and back face plates with PC front (216 x 216 x 13 mm) and back
(216 x 216 x 0.8 mm) face plates. Table 1 provides some mechanical properties of Al
and PC materials used in this study. The fixtures were sealed with silicone sealant to
prevent any liquid leaking from the fixtures during dynamic loading. The liquid filler
volume available in the fixtures was 0.7 L. Tap water and AMCS with a 5.6 % wt. (56
g/L) concentration were used as liquid fillers in this study. The configuration of each
specimen used in each experiment is presented in Figure 1 for (a) instrumented bar and
(b) shock tube. It should be noted that in some cases the face sheets are reused to ensure
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consistency of the experimental setup. This is viable because in plane strains are always
well within the elastic limits of both Al and PC face sheets.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of aluminum and polycarbonate sheets used in this
study.
Young’s Modulus
Yield Strength
Ultimate Tensile
Material
(GPa)
(MPa)
Strength (MPa)
Aluminum

69

240

290

Polycarbonate

2.2

63

70

Figure 1. A scheme of the specimen used in (a) instrumented bar and (b) shock tube
experiments.
Methocel SG A7C food grade (Dow Chemicals Inc.) powder was used in this study to
prepare the AMCS. 28 g of the methylcellulose powder was added to 0.25 L purified
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water heated to 75 oC, and mixed well until a uniformly opaque dispersion was obtained.
Then, 0.25 L purified water at 5 oC was added and the solution was mixed well until a
uniform dispersion of 0.5 L was obtained. Afterwards, the solution at 56 g/L
concentration was placed in an ice bath for 2 hours until the solution turned transparent
and homogenous. The solution was then kept in a refrigerator for 24 hours at 3-5 oC.
Finally, 0.7 L of 1 L AMC solution (prepared in two 0.5 L beakers) was poured into the
hollow Al box and allowed to reach room temperature for the dynamic loading
experiments. A schematic representation of the manufacturing process for AMCS is
presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the manufacturing process of 0.5 L of AMCS.
Dynamic loading facility
An instrumented bar setup (modified from a SHPB (Kolsky) setup for compressive
loading) was used to perform dynamic loading experiments [47], [48]. The loading steel
bar has a diameter of 51 mm and a length of 4880 mm. Two diametrically opposite
strain gages (Model: C2A-13-250LW-350 from Vishay Precision Group, Inc.) were
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cemented on the incident bar, 1220 mm from the specimen’s front face which recorded
the incident and reflected pulses at a 1 MHz sampling rate. The dynamic stress wave
was created by firing an Al projectile from a gas gun. Once the striker hits the loading
bar, a compressive stress wave propagates along the loading bar and reaches the end of
the bar where the Al front face plate is in contact with the loading bar. At this instant,
part of the stress wave propagates further through the 13 mm thick Al front face plate,
the 25 mm liquid filler, then reaching the 0.8 mm Al back face plate, while the other
part reflects back in the loading bar as a tensile wave.
For the other set of experiments, a shock tube setup was used to perform shock loading
experiments. The shock tube muzzle has an inner diameter of 38 mm. Three dynamic
pressure sensors were located 20 mm, 60 mm and 180 mm from the specimen’s front
face and sampled at 5 MHz. The shock loading was created by bursting a diaphragm
due to pressure difference between high (driver) and low-pressure (driven) sections
separated by the diaphragm. Once the diaphragm bursts, a rapid expansion of the
compressed gas creates a shock wave that travels towards the open muzzle end. At this
instant of shock wave’s muzzle exit, part of the shock wave propagates further through
the 13 mm PC front face plate and the 25 mm liquid filler then reaching the 3.2 mm PC
back face plate, while the other part of the shock wave reflects back into the shock tube
muzzle. It is to be noted that the configuration of the apparatus was similar for both
instrumented bar and shock tube experiments except for the materials of the front face
plates and the materials and thicknesses of the back-face plates. The reason for changing
the material of the face plates for the shock tube experiments was to decrease the
impedance mismatch between the shock medium, the front and back-face plates and
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filler liquids. As a result, a sufficient amount of the incident energy can be transmitted
through the back-face plate resulting in large enough displacements on the back-face
plate.
Two Photron SA1 (Photron USA, Inc.) high-speed cameras with two high intensity light
sources were used to record the real-time deformation response of the Al/PC back face
through 3D DIC technique. These cameras are used at a resolution of 320 x 512 pixels
at 30,000 frames per second, yielding an optical resolution of 26 μm. 3D-DIC technique
is a well-known non-contact method for full-field displacement measurements [42].
Image processing and data reduction were performed using VIC-3D 7 software
(Correlated Solutions, Inc. Columbia, SC). Each black speckle generated for DIC
application was ensured to occupy at least 3 by 3 pixels (giving a minimum of 78 μm
speckle diameter). Subset and step sizes in VIC software were selected to be 21 and 7
pixels, respectively. Moreover, the strain calculations in VIC software were filtered
through the Lagrange tensor type with a filter size of 15. This gives a total smoothing
area of 105 pixels (7 step x 15 filter size). In other words, the size of the virtual strain
gage used in strain calculations is 105. Figures 3 and 4 present detailed schematics of
the instrumented bar and shock tube setups, respectively.
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Figure 3. A detailed schematic of the instrumented bar setup showing the gas gun,
striker, dynamic loading bar, specimen and the 3D DIC set-up.

Figure 4. A detailed schematic of the shock tube including the specimen and the 3D
DIC setup. Structural configuration is similar to the instrumented bar setup except the
PC front and back-face plates instead of Al front and back-face plates, and the
thickness of the PC back-face plate (3.2 mm PC back face plate instead of 0.8 mm Al
back-face plate).
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Experimental Results
Part A - Instrumented Bar

The dynamic loading experiments were conducted using the instrumented bar setup
shown in Figure 3. Incident and reflected strain pulses were recorded by an oscilloscope
while the real-time out of plane displacement of the back-face plate was recorded
through two high speed cameras also used for 3D DIC application. Four loading trials
through different impulse inputs were carried out for each liquid filler case in the
instrumented bar setup. Figure 5 summarizes the out of plane displacement history of
the center point of the back-face plate with water (black curve) and AMC (red curve)
fillers. Here the out of plane displacement is denoted by W, and the center point is the
location where the maximum value of W occurred on the full field. It is seen from Figure
5 that the center point vibrates over the reference plane coordinate in each loading case
for both water and AMC. However, the damping of the vibration by AMC filler is
always stronger than water filler regardless of the Wmax occurred as seen in Figure 5.
For instance, even though Wmax values in Water #3 and AMC #4 experiments are equal,
the damping of the W by AMC filler is significantly stronger than water filler. This
better mitigation performance (energy intake) of AMC over water is due to its local
endothermic gelation resulting from shock loading [33]. More details on impact-induced
gelation of AMC can be found in [33].
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Impulse=1.0 N·s

Impulse=0.9 N·s

Impulse=1.3 N·s

Impulse=1.2 N·s

Impulse=1.4 N·s

Impulse=1.4 N·s

Impulse=1.8 N·s

Impulse=1.7 N·s

Figure 5. The time variation of the real-time out of plane displacement data for the
center point (where the maximum W occurs) of the back-face plate with water (black
curve) and AMC (red curve) fillers for each trial.
For a representation of the input-output correlation of each experiment, Wmax as a
function of the input impulse data is presented in Figure 6. The impulse given in Figure
6 was obtained by the integration of the input force with respect to time, and this net
input force history applied onto the specimen was obtained by the subtraction of the
reflected pulse from the incident pulse. As seen in Figure 6, Wmax through the water
filler is always larger than Wmax through the AMC filler for a given impulse.
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Figure 6. The maximum out of plane displacement of the center point of the back-face
plate as a function of the input impulse applied onto the specimen.
Two cases of each liquid were selected for more detailed analysis. These two cases were
selected by considering similar input impulses for each liquid. Experiments in Case #1
were selected to be Water #3 and AMC #3 while they in Case #2 were selected to be
Water #4 and AMC #4 (see Figure 5 for experiment numbers). The input impulses are
1.4 N·s for both Case#1-water and Case#1-AMC, while they are 1.8 N·s and 1.7 N·s
for Case#2-water and Case#2-AMC, respectively. Water and AMC fillers in Case #1
will be denoted as Water-A-1.4 and AMC-A-1.4, while they in Case#2 will be denoted
as Water-A-1.8 and AMC-A-1.7, respectively. “A” refers to Part-A, which means that
the experiment belongs to the instrumented bar setup while the following number in the
denotation refers to the applied impulse to point the respective case. The absolute values
of the incident and reflected pulse histories for the experiments Water-A-1.4 and AMCA-1.4 in Case#1, and Water-A-1.8 and AMC-A-1.7 in Case#2 are presented in Figure
7. It is seen from Figure 7 that the incident and reflected pulses in each liquid case are
similar despite some differences in terms of peak values for both Case#1 and Case#2.
Though pulses for AMC display larger peak values, this offset is maintained in both
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incident and reflected pulses so that the net force remains similar in magnitude to the
water case. In Case#1, the peak values of the incident pulses are 130 and 150 kN while
the peak values of the reflected pulses are 100 and 110 kN for Water-A-1.4 and AMCA-1.4, respectively. Moreover, in Case#2, the peak values of the incident pulses are 180
and 190 kN while the peak values of the reflected pulses are 130 and 140 kN for WaterA-1.8 and AMC-A-1.7 fillers, respectively.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. The absolute values of the typical incident (black) and reflected (red) pulse
histories for the experiments (a) Water-A-1.4 (solid curve) and AMC-A-1.4 (dashed
curve), and (b) Water-A-1.8 (solid curve) and AMC-A-1.7 (dashed curve).
The net force acting on the structure can be obtained by addition of the magnitudes of
the incident and reflected pulses given in Figure 7. Those net forces are presented in
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Figure 8 for (a) Water-A-1.4, (b) AMC-A-1.4, (c) Water-A-1.8 and (d) AMC-A-1.7.
The input impulses can also be obtained by the integration of the net input force with
respect to time given in Figure 8. The input impulses are 1.4 N·s for both Case#1-water
and Case#1-AMC, while they are 1.8 N·s and 1.7 N·s for Case#2-water and Case#2AMC, respectively.

Figure 8. The net forces acting on the specimen during the dynamic loading is
obtained by addition of the reflected pulse with the (negative) incident pulse (Case #1:
(a) Water-A-1.4 and (b) AMC-A-1.4; Case #2: (c) Water-A-1.8 and (d) AMCS-A1.7).
The out of plane displacement data for these two cases obtained by 3D DIC technique
is shown in Figure 9. In the first row of Figure 9, t=0 is the instant when the stress wave
reaches the front-face plate of the specimen (no loading yet on the specimen). In the
second row, time 1.0 ms is the instant when the maximum out of plane displacement
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occurs on the back-face plate due to the dynamic loading. It is seen from those images
that full-field out of plane displacements for both Water-A-1.4 and Water-A-1.8 are
significantly larger than AMC-A-1.4 and AMC-A-1.7 respectively, indicating better
mitigation of the dynamic load through AMC. The third row (time = 2 ms) shows the
instant when the minimum out of plane displacement occurs on the back-face plates for
each loading case. Finally, the last row (time = 25 ms) shows the final stages captured
through 3D DIC for each loading case where the out of plane displacements are almost
zero for all cases.
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Figure 9. The real-time full-field out of plane displacement data obtained using 3D
DIC technique. Times have been chosen to show the key features of the out of plane
displacement process.
The evolution of out of plane displacement data for a vertical line drawn along the center
of the back-face plate (membrane) is presented in Figure 10. It is seen from Figure 10
that the out of plane displacement profile along the vertical center line is a wavy and
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sharply peaked curve for water, while it shows a smoothly deflected curve for AMC for
both Case#1 and #2. It is also seen in Figure 10 that oscillations in the evolution of out
of plane displacement of the vertical center line are damped down quicker for AMC
than water. Moreover, discontinuous deformation profile is seen in Figure 10 especially
for water filler. This is attributed to the nonlinear free vibration of a considerably thin
plate backing the liquid filler. The peak deformation of the center point is observed 1.2
ms after the dynamic load reaches the thin plate. This time delay is indicative that a
nonlinear vibration is being setup in the water domain which is causing the
discontinuous deformation profile.

Figure 10. The evolution of out of plane displacement data for a vertical line drawn
along the center of the back-face plate (membrane) for (a)-(c) water and (b)-(d) AMC
fillers (Case #1: (a) Water-A-1.4 and (b) AMC-A-1.4; Case #2: (c) Water-A-1.8 and
(d) AMC-A-1.7).
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The thickness of the Al back face plate was 0.8 mm. Considering the back-face plate as
a thin plate deforming in membrane mode, the strain energy U of the elastically
deforming plate is given by [49]

𝑈=𝑉

𝐸
2(1−𝜈 2 )

(𝜀12 + 𝜀23 + 2𝜈𝜀1 𝜀2 )

(1)

where V is the volume of the back-face plate, E is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio,
and 𝜀1 and 𝜀2 are the principal strains at any location on the full-field back-face plate
surface. The 3D DIC provides real-time full-field principal strain data with a resolution
of ±100 μ𝜀. The strain values recorded for all the experiments are in the order ±1000
μ𝜀. It is to be noted that among all the experiments conducted in the instrumented bar
setup, the maximum principal strain on the Al back-face sheet was 0.18 % for WaterA-1.8, which is within the elastic limits. The average instantaneous strain energy U of
the full-field back face plate surface was calculated for each case, as shown in Figure
11. Figure 11 reveals that the maximum average full-field strain energy in Case#1-water
is + 0.12 J while it is + 0.08 J for Case#1-AMC, which gives 33 % improvement in the
maximum average full-field strain energy by the use of AMC with respect to water. On
the other hand, the maximum average full-field strain energy in Case#2-water is + 0.37
J while it is + 0.28 for Case#2-AMC, which gives 24 % improvement in the maximum
average full-field strain energy by the use of AMC. Table 2 summarizes the key data
presented in this section. In Table 2, Wmax is the maximum out of plane displacement of
the center point, while Umax is the maximum average full-field strain energy.
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Figure 11. The real-time full-field strain energy data obtained through 3D DIC
technique (Case #1: (a) and (b); Case #2: (c) and (d)).

Table 2. Experiments conducted by instrumented bar and their key results.
Decrease in Wmax
Experiment

Input Impulse (N·s)

Wmax (mm)

Umax (J)
by AMCS (%)

Water-A-1.4

1.4

2.18

0.12
40

AMC-A-1.4

1.4

1.31

Water-A-1.8

1.8

2.68

0.08
0.37
20

AMC-A-1.7

1.7

2.16

0.28

Part B - Shock tube loading
The shock loading experiments were conducted using the shock tube setup shown in
Figure 4. Pressure pulses were recorded by an oscilloscope while the real-time out of
plane displacement of the back-face plate was recorded through two high speed cameras
for 3D DIC application. Real-time pressure data collected from CH1-3 (see Figure 4) is
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presented in Figure 12. It is seen in Figure 12 that loading profiles are similar for each
loading case. The peak pressures from CH1s are in the range of 5.5 - 5.9 MPa for both
liquids and loading cases. Water and AMC fillers in Case #1 will be denoted as WaterB-14.5 and AMC-B-14.8 while they in Case#2 will be denoted as Water-B-14.2 and
AMC-B-14.7, respectively. “B” refers to Part-B, which means the experiment belongs
to the shock tube setup while the following number in the denotation refers to the
applied impulse to point the respective case. It is also demonstrated in Figure 12 that
there is a secondary loading starting at around 13 ms due to the reflection of the incident
shock wave from the closed end of the 7.5 m long shock tube. Impulse presented in
Figure 12 was calculated through the integral of the incident force (obtained via given
pressure signal) with respect to time.

Figure 12. Input pressures applied by the shock tube on the PC structure for (a)-(c)
water and (b)-(d) AMC fillers (Case #1: (a) Water-B-14.5 and (b) AMC-B-14.8; Case
#2: (c) Water-B-14.2 and (d) AMC-B-14.7).
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The out of plane displacement for both fillers obtained by 3D DIC technique is shown
in Figure 13. In Figure 13, time = 0.0 ms is the instant when the shock wave reaches
CH1 (no loading yet on the specimen). DIC contours at time = 1.4 and 4.1 ms show
peaks in center point out of plane displacements for both filler cases. However, a phase
delay develops, and at time = 6.7 and 10.2 ms when the water cases are experiencing
subsequent peaks in their center point deformations, the AMC cases are nearing minima
in their center point deformations, indicating a divergence in their vibration frequencies.
It is clearly seen in Figure 13 that maximum out of plane displacement profiles for both
fillers are similar in each case.
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Figure 13. The real-time full-field out of plane displacement data obtained through 3D
DIC technique. Times above have been chosen as showing the key features of the out
of plane displacement process.
The out of plane displacement data obtained by 3D DIC technique for the center point
and the average full-field data are presented in Figure 14 (a)-(c) and (b)-(d),
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respectively, for a quantitative representation. Figure 14 shows that the maximum out
of plane displacement for both center point and the average full-field are quite similar.
It is also seen in Figure 14 that the oscillation frequency of the out of plane displacement
of the vibrating back-face plate is less with AMC filler than water filler. The oscillation
frequency of the out of plane displacement is about 340 Hz with water filler while it is
about 270 Hz with AMC filler in both Case#1 and #2, which shows that vibration of
back face plate can still be damped 21 % further via AMC than water. This considerably
larger damping achieved by AMC filler can provide more dissipation of any undesirable
energy input to the structure, a better prevention of the structural deformation, and a
better restraining of resonant phenomena (keeping the natural and excitation frequencies
unsynchronized) than water filler. Figure 14 also shows the effect of the secondary
loading presented in Figure 12 on the out of plane displacement of the back-face plate.
There is a secondary displacement peak in each experiment after 13 ms due to the
secondary loading peak observed in Figure 12. It is to be noted that among all the
experiments conducted in the shock tube, the maximum principal strain on the PC backface sheet was 0.93 % for AMC-B-14.8, which is also within the elastic limits.
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Figure 14. The time variation of the real-time out of plane displacement data for the
center point (where the maximum W occurs) of the back-face plate displacement
(Case #1: (a) Water-B-14.5 and (b) AMC-B-14.8; Case #2: (c) Water-B-14.2 and (d)
AMC-B-14.7).
For the real-time out of plane displacement data presented in Figure 14, a damping ratio (ζ) was
obtained for the time period between 4 ms and 13 ms. This time period was chosen so as to
avoid the first cycle when the response of the structure is forced by the shock loading. The
damping ratio is given [50].
𝛇=

𝟏
𝟐

√𝟏+(𝟐𝛑)

(2)

𝛅

where δ is the logarithmic decrement, and given as
1
𝑛

𝛿 = 𝑙𝑛

𝑥(𝑡)
𝑥(𝑡+𝑛𝑇)
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(3)

The damping ratios for AMC-B-14.8 and AMC-B-14.7 are calculated to be 0.113 and
0.122 while for Water-B-14.5 and Water-B-14.2 are calculated to be 0.080 and 0.082,
respectively. The difference of ~ 45 % in the magnitude of the damping ratio between
AMC and water is evidence of a better mitigation performance of AMC. Similar damped
response can be seen during the secondary loading for all the experiments. However, it
is to be noted that the shock tube experiments are not designed to collect any meaningful
data for the successive loadings. As it is seen from Eq. (3) that there are two main
parameters determining the magnitude of the logarithmic decrement, namely reduction
in the peak displacement for the successive cycles and the number of cycles during the
given time period. In the above cases, the number of cycles is the main driving
parameter for the differences in the logarithmic decrement.

The evolution of the out of plane displacement data for a vertical line drawn along the
center of the back-face plate is presented in Figure 15. The smooth deflection curves for
AMC seen in instrumented bar experiments are also seen for water in shock tube
experiments as seen in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. The evolution of out of plane displacement data for a vertical line drawn
along the center of the back-face plate for (a)-(c) water and (b)-(d) AMC fillers (Case
#1: (a) Water-B-14.5 and (b) AMC-B-14.8; Case #2: (c) Water-B-14.2 and (d) AMCB-14.7).
The summary of all the key data from the shock tube experiments for each filler case is
given in Table 3. Impulse is the impulse carried by the shock tube, Wmax is the maximum
out of plane displacement of the center point on the back-face plate, and f is the
oscillation frequency of vibrating plate in Table 3.
Table 3. Experiments conducted by shock tube apparatus and their key results.
Decrease in f by AMC
Experiment

Impulse (N·s)

Wmax (mm)

f (Hz)
(%)

Water-B-14.5

14.50

6.30

337

AMC-B-14.8

14.80

6.70

270

Water-B-14.2

14.20

6.30

339

AMC-B-14.7

14.70

6.20

273

20

19
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Mechanical energy and power: Comparison between instrumented bar and shock
tube setups
The instrumented bar experiments showed that AMC filler provides significantly better
structural shock mitigation performance than water. On the other hand, the shock tube
experiments showed that although AMC filler still provides significantly better
mitigation performance than water, both liquid fillers provide similar maximum out of
plane displacement response during the first monotonic loading. One can surmise that
the observed difference in the maximum out of plane displacement response in each
experimental configuration is due to the different loading rates applied by each setup.
Figure 16 shows a comparison in the input forces applied by both instrumented bar and
shock tube setups for AMC filler. It is seen in Figure 16 that the rise time of the input
force is 9.5 μs with a peak of 37.8 kN in instrumented bar experiment while it is 81 μs
with a peak of 6.6 kN in shock tube experiment. So, the instrumented bar setup produces
a loading rate 8.5 times faster than the shock tube. In the shock loading profile, there is
a time delay between the real incident and reflected pulses acting on the structure due
to the location of the pressure sensor (20 mm further from the structure). This was taken
into account in the calculation of the rise time 81 μs.
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Figure 16. Comparison of the input forces applied by both instrumented bar (red color)
and shock tube (black color) setups.
Incident energies for both instrumented bar [51] and shock loadings [46] can be now
calculated from the experimental data, which are obtained to be 7.1 J (experiment (b) in
Section 3.1) and 8.7 J (experiment (d) in Section 3.1) for instrumented bar experiments,
and to be 16284 J (experiment (b) and (d) in Section 3.2) for shock tube experiments.
The energy transmitted to AMC can be calculated through a straightforward impedance
approach. Since the density and the speed of sound of each medium are known in this
study, the reflection coefficient R can be calculated by [52]
𝑍 −𝑍

2

𝑅 = (𝑍2 +𝑍1)
2

1

(4)

where Z1 is the impedance of the transmitted medium and Z2 is the impedance of the
reflected medium. After finding the reflection coefficient R for each medium transition,
the ratio of the transmission coefficient was calculated by subtracting R from 1. Then,
multiplying the transmission coefficient with the respective energy gives the transmitted
energy for AMC. Table 4 presents the transmitted energy to AMC, volume of AMC,
ratio of the transmitted energy to AMC to volume of AMC, and applied energy rate
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(power) for both instrumented bar and shock tube loadings. More details of the energy
calculation are provided in Appendix C.
Table 4 shows that shock tube experiments impart about 3.4 times more energy to the
liquid filler than the instrumented bar experiments. In both experiment types, if the total
energy imparted to the liquid is divided by its total volume, the energy per mL obtained
is considerably lower than threshold estimated in a previous report [33], which is 0.7 J
per 1 mL of 5.6% wt. AMCS. However, we postulate the gelation upon impact within
the layer is not homogenous throughout the entire volume of the liquid, and the present
results show that for instrumented bar experiments considerable attenuation does occur,
despite the provided energy per mL of solution, averaged out over the entire volume,
being less one hundredths of the required amount – 0.0039 J/mL. One could therefore
claim that the increased energy input per averaged mL solution in the shock tube
experiments – 0.013 J/mL, should lead to more occurrences of local gelation and
therefore better attenuation of the maximum out of plane displacement in these
experiments. However, the opposite is the case, showing that these “total amount of
energy” considerations are clearly insufficient, and the considerable difference in the
AMCS attenuation performance on the maximum out of plane displacement between
the two experimental systems should stem from a different cause. The rate of energy
application to the solutions is 20 times higher in the instrumented bar system than in the
shock tube system. It can consequently be inferred that this difference in rate
(mechanical power) is crucial to the observed difference in the peak out of plane
displacement response of the AMCS between the two loading setups. Based on this rate
effect, it can be concluded that in the case of instrumented bar loading, stronger
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localized gelation of the AMCS occurs in sufficient time, thereby reducing the
maximum out of plane displacement during the first cycle. However, in the case of
shock tube, sufficient localized gelation of the AMCS occurs only after the first cycle.
Table 4. The energy transmitted to AMC hydrogel in both instrumented bar and shock
tube experiments.
Transmitted
Experiment

VAMC (ml)

Et / VAMC (J/ml)

Ėt (kW)

Energy, Et (J)
AMC-A-1.4

2.2

692

0.0032

41.4

AMC-A-1.7

2.7

692

0.0039

43.3

AMC-B-14.8

9.1

692

0.0132

1.9

AMC-B-14.7

9.1

692

0.0132

1.9

Conclusion
In this work, the dynamic structural attenuation performance of AMC was examined by
two loading techniques: Instrumented bar and shock tube. In both experiment types, the
deflection of a back-face plate (Al or PC) protected by a layer of 5.6% AMC solution
(94.4% water) was measured to assess the shock transferred to the structure from the
original impact.
Instrumented bar experiments have shown that in comparison to water, AMCS can
reduce the maximum out-of-plane displacement by up to 40%. Results have also shown
that the structural damping through AMC is significantly stronger than water. This
performance can be crucial for structural protection. Instrumented bar experiments at
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higher loading amplitudes have shown reduced efficiency, 20% of maximal out-ofplane displacement.
In contrast, shock tube experiments show similar peak out of plane displacement
response in structures for both the liquids. We assume that in these cases, despite the
larger amount of energy transmitted into the material from shock tube, the local
endothermic phase transition fails to occur sufficiently during the first monotonic
loading. We therefore surmise that the reason for this performance of the AMCS in the
shock tube experiments is due to the lower loading rate, in other words lower
mechanical power imparted to the AMCS. Also, the vibrations in the structures filled
with AMCS occur at a much lower frequency compared to water filled structures due to
a 45 % reduction in damping ratio indicating a better mitigation performance of AMCS.
Although only 5.6 % AMC solution was investigated in this work, AMC solutions with
a higher weight percent have been observed to provide a better mitigation performance.
However, increasing the weight percent in AMC solution may increase the viscosity of
the solution making it difficult to compare results with pure water.
Thus, this study delineates the impact scenarios in which these commonly-found, nontoxic, and inexpensive materials, whose specific weight is similar to that of water, can
serve as efficient mitigators of structural damage and vibrations.
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Abstract

Cyclic hydrostatic compressive loading response of closed cell ethylene vinyl acetate
(EVA), polyethylene (PE), and poly vinyl chloride (PVC – Divinycell H45) foams with
a density of 45 kg/m3 is investigated through a specially designed facility at 10-3 s-1. 3D
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique is used with high resolution photography to
obtain the full-field deformation data during the cyclic hydrostatic loading event.
Additionally, underwater multiple-nonsimultaneous shock loading response of same
foams is investigated with another specially designed facility at 103 s-1. 3D DIC
technique is also used with high speed photography (90000-100000 frames per second)
to obtain the full-field deformation data during the shock loading event. Monotonic
hydrostatic compressive loading experiments showed that the H45 foam can absorb 60
% greater energy than EVA45 and PE45 foams. However, cyclic hydrostatic loading
experiments showed that H45 foam loses most of its high energy absorption capability
observed in the monotonic hydrostatic loading experiments after the first cycle while
both EVA45 and PE45 foams maintain their initial energy absorption capabilities
throughout cyclic loading. Cumulative energy absorbed throughout the hydrostatic
cyclic loading for EVA45 foam is 50 % and 540 % greater than PE45 and H45 foams,
respectively. Results from the underwater multiple-nonsimultaneous shock loading
experiments showed that the strain rate H45 foam experiences is considerably less than
those of EVA45 and PE45 foams experience under similar underwater shock loadings.
Moreover, results also showed that decreasing the applied impulse by 50 % does not
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decrease the maximum volumetric strains EVA45 and PE45 foams undergo, while H45
foam shows a significant decrease.
Keywords
Polymer foams, cyclic hydrostatic, underwater shock, 3D DIC.
Introduction

Cyclic hydrostatic loading response of closed cell ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA),
polyethylene (PE), and poly vinyl chloride (PVC – Divinycell H45) foams with a
density of 45 kg/m3 is investigated through a specially designed facility. 3D Digital
Image Correlation (DIC) technique is used with high resolution photography to obtain
the full-field deformation data throughout the hydrostatic loading event. Additionally,
underwater multiple-nonsimultaneous shock loading responses of same foams are
investigated with another specially designed facility. 3D DIC technique is also used
with high speed photography to obtain the full-field deformation data throughout the
shock loading event. Polymer foams are extensively used in a wide range of
applications, such as the automotive, aerospace, and marine industries, protective
equipment, and wind energy due to their energy absorption capabilities and high
strength to weight ratio [1-6]. Understanding the mechanical behavior of polymer foams
for different loading conditions is necessary in the design of foam core structures. The
aim of this study is to investigate the durability of three materials made into closed cell
foams of the same density under low and high strain rate multiple-nonsimultaneous
loadings. Foam materials are chosen due to a large variation in their elastic moduli given
in Table 1 so that the effect of the foam material on the mechanical behavior of it can
be investigated.
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Characterization of polymeric foams under different loading conditions has received
significant attention by various authors [1-14]. Senol and Shukla [14] developed a
hydrostatic loading facility utilizing 3D DIC technique to investigate the underwater
constitutive behavior of soft materials. They showed that increasing the density of
Divinycell H grade closed cell foam from 35 kg/m3 to 100 kg/m3 increases the hydraulic
crush point and bulk modulus by 450 %. Yousaf et al. [11] showed high elastic recovery
and energy dissipation capabilities of polymer-based syntactic foams under cyclic
uniaxial compression. Lu et al. [12] reported that polyurethane foam becomes stiffer
and dissipates more energy at lower temperature and higher loading frequency. Ozturk
and Anlas [13] proposed a new constitutive model for polymeric foams exposed to
multiple compressive loading and unloading, and showed a strong correlation between
the results from the proposed model and polystyrene and polyethylene foam
experiments.
Senol and Shukla [15] developed an underwater shock loading facility utilizing 3D DIC
technique to investigate the mechanical response of soft materials subjected to
underwater shock loading. They showed a significant time delay between the shock
pulse and the deformation response of Divinycell H grade closed cell foams due to
foams static inertia. They also showed that these foams show considerably high
volumetric recovery after undergoing 70 – 80 % volumetric strain. Avachat and Zhou
[16] showed that thick and low-density polymeric foam cored sandwich structures
provide superior blast mitigation and failure resistance. Rolfe et al. [17] reported that
increasing the foam density of a stepwise graded polymeric foam cored sandwich
structure away from the blast reduces panel deflection and damage. Viot [4] showed
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that polypropylene foam is transversely isotropic under hydrostatic compression at
higher strain rates.
However, cyclic hydrostatic and underwater multiple-nonsimultaneous shock loadings
response of closed cell EVA, PE and H45 foams with real-time full-field noninvasive
measurement techniques has not been investigated yet. This study investigates any
possible difference in the mechanical response of EVA, PE and H45 foams of a similar
density under cyclic hydrostatic and underwater multiple-nonsimultaneous shock
loadings. Monotonic hydrostatic compressive loading experiments showed that the H45
foam can absorb by 60 % greater energy than EVA45 and PE45 foams. On the other
hand, cyclic hydrostatic loading experiments showed that cumulative energy absorbed
throughout the cyclic loading for EVA45 foam is 50 % and 540 % greater than PE45
and H45 foams, respectively. Underwater shock loading experiments showed
substantial time delay between the shock loading and material response of each foam
due to their inertia. Results from the underwater multiple-nonsimultaneous shock
loading experiments showed that the strain rate H45 foam experiences is considerably
less than the strain rates EVA45 and PE45 foams experience under similar underwater
shock loadings.
Experimental Procedures
Material and Specimen Dimensions

The closed cell EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams with a density of 45 kg/m3 were
investigated in this study for their underwater mechanical response. H45 foam is
manufactured by Diab International (Laholm, Sweden) while EVA45 and PE45 foams
are manufactured by Ultralon Foam Group (Auckland, New Zealand). The specimens
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are machined at the University of Rhode Island to high dimensional tolerances. Table 1
summarizes the specimen densities and dimensions for each foam material.
Table 1. Densities and specimen dimensions for each foam material as measured in
Dynamic Photo-Mechanics Laboratory.
Specimen

EVA45

PE45

H45

Young’s Modulus (MPa) [18]

0.02 - 0.08

0.30 – 0.50

1.40 – 3.70

Density (kg/m3)

44.7 ± 1.7

38.3 ± 0.3

48.0 ± 0.3

Diameter (mm)

16.6 ± 0.4

16.9 ± 0.2

18.3 ± 0.1

Height (mm)

19.0 ± 0.6

17.0 ± 0.6

20.6 ± 0.5

Hydrostatic loading setup

Cyclic hydrostatic loading experiments are conducted in a specially designed loading
setup (see Figure 1) [14]. This hydrostatic loading facility consists of an optically clear
acrylic tube, an aluminum stopper and a nylon piston that is free to move in the axial
direction of the tube, shown in Figure 1. The inner and outer diameters of the acrylic
tube are 76.2 mm (3 inches) and 101.6 mm (4 inches), respectively. The height of the
acrylic tube is 177.8 mm (7 inches). The specimen is placed concentrically inside of the
acrylic tube section and held in place with a fixture to prevent any movement due to
buoyancy. The fixture is composed of a thin needle (r = 0.73 mm), which passes through
the center of the cylindrical specimen, and allows a symmetric axial and radial
deformation. Once the specimen is placed inside of the acrylic tube, the tube is filled
with water, and the nylon piston is compressed, and then uncompressed by an Instron
model 5585 (Instron, Norwood MA). The incompressibility of the water provides the
hydrostatic loading as the nylon piston is displaced downward, and the displacement of
the nylon piston backwards to its original position provides the hydrostatic unloading.
Total of one hundred cyclic hydrostatic loadings on the foam specimen with a peak
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hydrostatic pressure of 3 MPa are achieved through this procedure. 3D DIC technique
is used in these experiments to evaluate the full-field hydrostatic response of the closed
cell foam specimens at 1st, 10th, 50th and 100th cycles. This loading system produced
a strain rate on the order of 10-3 for all foam materials in experiments. It is to be noted
that there is no rest time between cycles.

Instron Platen for
Compression

Nylon Piston
Air Bleeder

O-Ring

Acrylic Tube

Fixture

Specimen
Water
O-Rings
Aluminum Stopper
Instron Platen for
Compression

Figure 1. A schematic of the hydrostatic loading facility developed at Dynamics
Photo-Mechanics Laboratory.
Underwater shock loading facility
The multiple (total of five consecutive) underwater shock loading experiments are conducted in
a specially designed underwater shock loading facility (see Figure 2) [15]. The underwater
shock loading facility consists of an optically clear acrylic tube, three aluminum tube sections,
an aluminum stopper and a nylon piston that is free to move in the axial direction of the tube,
shown in Figure 2. The inner and outer diameters of both the acrylic and aluminum tubes are
76.2 mm (3 inches) and 101.6 mm (4 inches), respectively. The length of the acrylic tube is 51
mm (2 inches) while the lengths of the three aluminum tube sections are 813 mm (32 inches),
914 mm (36 inches) and 813 mm (32 inches). The striker and piston lengths used in this study
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are 76.2 mm (3 inches) and 40.6 mm (1.6 inches), respectively. The specimen is placed
concentrically inside of the acrylic tube section and held in place with a fixture to prevent any
movement due to buoyancy. The fixture is composed of a thin needle (r = 0.73 mm), which
passes through the center of the cylindrical specimen, and allows a symmetric axial and radial
deformation. Once the specimen is placed inside of the acrylic tube section, the underwater
shock loading facility is filled with water. An aluminum striker is fired from a gas gun with a
certain velocity. The striker then impacts and couples with the nylon piston in the setup. This
striker-piston system creates the shock wave by momentum transfer from a striker-piston system
onto water domain. This procedure is repeated five times to achieve multiple underwater shock
loading responses of the foam specimen to investigate the residual volumetric strains and
density changes of each foam material. It is to be noted that there are inconsistent rest times
between each repeat due to experimental limitations including setting up high speed cameras
for recording the next loading event. Peak pressure, wave length and decay time is controlled
by the striker velocity, the striker length and the striker-piston mass/area ratio. This loading
system produced a strain rate on the order of 103 for all foam materials investigated.
During the underwater shock loading event, four pressure sensors (PCB 113B22 from PCB
Piezotronics, Inc., Depew, NY) are used to capture pressure history along the tube. The sensors
are set to record at a frequency of 1 MHz. Two Photron SA1 (Photron USA, Inc.) high speed
cameras are used to record the real-time deformation response of the specimen. These cameras
are used with the resolutions of 256 x 176 and 192 x 208 pixels at 90,000 frames per second. It
should be noted that resolution is the same in a given experiment but vary from experiment to
experiment.
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Figure 2. A schematic of the underwater shock loading facility developed at the Dynamics
Photo-Mechanics Laboratory.
Results and discussion
Hydrostatic loading experiments
The full-field radius changes of the EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams are shown in Figure 3 with
respect to the different values of applied hydrostatic pressure. Each column in Figure 3
represents the different foam materials while each row represents some arbitrary values of
applied hydrostatic pressure. As seen from Figure 3, H45 foam preserves its original volume
until its critical collapse pressure while EVA45 and PE45 foams start undergoing an
instantaneous volumetric deformation with increasing hydrostatic pressure. Therefore, the linear
elastic and plateau regions are not seen in EVA45 and PE45 foam behaviors unlike H45 foam,
as seen in Figure 4. This difference in the hydrostatic constitutive behavior of foams makes it
unfeasible to determine properties such as bulk modulus and hydraulic crush points at this
hardware resolution for EVA45 and PE45 foams while they can be easily determined for H45
foam. The bulk modulus and hydraulic crush point for H45 foam are 9.6 MPa and 0.48 MPa,
respectively. In Figure 4, the pressure data is collected by Instron 5585 while real time out-ofplane deformation data is obtained by VIC 3D image processing software. Then, true volumetric
strain is calculated from
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𝑒𝑣 =

𝑉0 −𝑉
𝑉0

(1)

where ev is the true volumetric strain, V0 is the initial volume and V is the instantaneous volume.
As seen from Figure 4 EVA45 and PE45 foams show elastomeric behavior while H45 foam
shows elastoplastic behavior. This is due to the difference in the mechanical properties of the
foam materials. The energy stored in each foam type up to the densification strain can also be
calculated from Figure 4, which is 182, 173 and 402 kJ/m3 for EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams,
respectively. Moreover, the densification strain is 82, 87 and 60 % for EVA45, PE45 and H45
foams, respectively.

Figure 3. Change in radius measured through 3D DIC for hydrostatic compression of different
foam materials under quasi-static loading. Each column represents relative contours for each
foam type while each row represents the applied hydrostatic pressure.
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Figure 4. Hydrostatic pressure versus volumetric strain curves for different foam materials.
EVA45 is the black continuous curve, H45 is the red dashed curve, and PE45 is the blue
dotted curve.
Cyclic hydrostatic loading experiments
As mentioned before, total of one hundred cyclic hydrostatic loadings are applied for each foam
material where the 3D DIC data is obtained only for the 1st, 10th, 50th and 100th cycles. Figure
5 presents the hydrostatic pressure versus volumetric strain curve of EVA45 foam for the 1st,
10th, 50th and 100th cycles. In Figure 5, continuous curves are for loading while dashed curves
are for unloading events. It is seen from Figure 5 that EVA45 foam undergoes a volumetric
strain of ~ 86 % under a hydrostatic pressure of 3 MPa for all the cycles volumetric strain
measurement made. This fact shows that there is not a considerable degradation in the stiffness
of EVA45 foam throughout the one hundred cyclic hydrostatic loading applied. Such
preservability of EVA45 foam in its mechanical response is due to its high flexibility and
durability. Similarly, Figure 6 and 7 present the hydrostatic pressure versus volumetric strain
curve of PE45 and H45 foams for the 1st, 10th, 50th and 100th cycles, respectively. In Figure 6
and 7, continuous curves are for loading while dashed curves are for unloading events. It is seen
from Figure 6 that PE45 foam undergoes a volumetric strain of 92 % under a hydrostatic
pressure of 3 MPa for all the cycles volumetric strain measurement made while it is seen from
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Figure 7 that H45 foam undergoes a volumetric strain of 76 % for the 1st cycle and 81 % for
the rest. It is also seen from Figure 6 that there is also no significant degradation in the stiffness
of PE45 foam throughout the one hundred cyclic hydrostatic loading applied. Similar to EVA45
foam, this is also due to the high flexibility and durability of PE45 foam. Dissimilar to EVA45
and PE45 foams, a noticeable degradation in the stiffness of H45 foam from 1st cycle to 10th
cycle is seen in Figure 7. Such degradation from 1st cycle to 10th cycle is perhaps due to the
transformation of mechanical behavior of H45 foam from elastoplastic behavior to elastomeric
behavior. In other words, the plastic collapse mechanism of cells at the end of the linear elastic
region and hydraulic crush point only occurs in the 1st cycle, which is the main reason for a
significant amount of energy absorption. However, in the following cycles, H45 foam behavior
turns into an elastomeric behavior. In these cycles elastomeric behavior seen, the initial
volumetric strain at almost zero hydrostatic pressure starts from relatively high volumetric
strains which decreases the energy absorption capability of H45 foam significantly.

Figure 5. Hydrostatic pressure versus volumetric strain curves of EVA45 foam for the 1st, 10th,
50th and 100th cycles. Continuous curves are for the loading while dashed curves are for the
unloading event. Black, red, blue, and green curves are for the 1st, 10th, 50th and 100th cycles,
respectively.
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Figure 6. Hydrostatic pressure versus volumetric strain curves of PE45 foam for the 1st, 10th,
50th and 100th cycles. Continuous curves are for the loading while dashed curves are for the
unloading event. Black, red, blue, and green curves are for the 1st, 10th, 50th and 100th cycles,
respectively.

Figure 7. Hydrostatic pressure versus volumetric strain curves of H45 foam for the 1st, 10th,
50th and 100th cycles. Continuous curves are for the loading while dashed curves are for the
unloading event. Black, red, blue and green curves are for the 1st, 10th, 50th and 100th cycles,
respectively.
Figure 8 summarizes the change in the energy absorbed up to the densification strain of each
foam versus number of cycles. The absorbed energy is the area under the hydrostatic pressure
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versus volumetric strain curve up to the densification strain for each foam. As mentioned before,
the densification strain is 82 %, 87 % and 60 % for EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams, respectively.
It is seen in Figure 8 that H45 foam can absorb 60 % and 68 % greater energy than EVA45 and
PE45 foams during the 1st cyclic loading up to the densification strain. However, this higher
energy absorption capability of H45 foam is not preserved for the following cycles as seen in
Figure 8. The energy absorption of H45 foam up to the densification strain during the 100th
cyclic loading is 96 % less than that of the 1st cyclic loading. Similarly, 45 % and 61 % decreases
in the energy absorption of EVA45 and PE45 foams up to the densification strain are seen from
the 1st cyclic loading to the 100th cyclic loading, respectively. The area under the energy versus
number of cycle curve of each foam shown in Figure 8 represents each foams energy absorption
capability over the applied one hundred cyclic hydrostatic loading, EVA45 foam can absorb
50.5 ± 0.5 % and 543 ± 2.5 % greater energy than PE45 and H45 foams, respectively. This
shows that although H45 foam can absorb significantly higher energy under monotonic
hydrostatic compressive loading, this energy absorption capability of it is not preserved for
cyclic hydrostatic loadings.

Figure 8. Energy absorbed up to the densification strain of each foam versus number
of cycles applied for different foam materials. Black circle, blue rectangle and red
diamond markers are for EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams, respectively.
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High volumetric recovery capability of Divinycell H grade foams subjected to monotonic
hydrostatic compressive loading was reported in previous studies [14-15]. A similar
investigation is also conducted for the foams used in this study. Figure 9 presents photographs
comparing undeformed and deformed (after the cyclic hydrostatic loading) geometries for each
foam. It is seen in Figure 9 that EVA45 and PE45 foam recovers most of their initial geometries
unlike H45 foam. Table 2 presents the final density and volumetric recovery of each foam
material after the cyclic hydrostatic loading and the initial density of each virgin foam after the
speckling process. The initial density is the density that includes the mass of the applied paint
and ink during the speckling process and the final density is the new density formed after the
application of one hundred cyclic loadings. It is seen from Table 2 that the density of EVA45,
PE45 and H45 increase by 13 ± 2 %, 7.9 ± 1 % and 43 ± 2 %, respectively. A similar trend is
also seen for the volumetric recovery of each foam material. It is clearly seen from the table that
the volumetric recovery of H45 foam is significantly less than both EVA45 and PE45 foams.

Figure 9. Photographs comparing undeformed and deformed (after the cyclic hydrostatic
loading) geometries of each foam.
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Table 2. The final density and volumetric recovery of each foam material after total of one
hundred cyclic loadings.

Specimen

EVA45

PE45

H45

Densityinitial (kg/m3)

60 ± 7

38 ± 1

63 ± 7

Densityfinal (kg/m3)

68 ± 8

41 ± 2

90 ± 10

Volumetric Recovery (%)

88 ± 3

94 ± 4

71 ± 3

Underwater shock loading experiments
Experiment Series I (High Shock Pressure):
Results presented in this section were obtained through relatively high impulsive loadings on
the foams. This was achieved by a higher striker velocity. The pressure data collected from CH3
for each foam material is presented in Figure 10. CH3 is the channel 0.02 m closer to the striker
side from the acrylic tube section (see Figure 2). The magnitudes of the peak pressures for each
foam material are aimed to be same by a fixed striker velocity. It is seen from Figure 10 that the
peak pressures for each loading case are quite close to each other around 6 MPa. Moreover, the
impulse of each loading case is 7.2 N·s, 7.0 N·s and 7.5 N·s for EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams,
respectively.
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Figure 10. Underwater shock pressure history collected from CH3 (last sensor before the
acrylic section shown in Figure 2) for the first loading. Black continuous, blue dotted and red
dashed lines are for EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams, respectively.
Figure 11 presents the change in the full-field radius of each foam as a function of time. Each
column in Figure 11 represents the foam material while each row represents an arbitrarily
chosen time instant for the deformation process. It is seen in Figure 11 that although the applied
shock pressure and impulse values are quite close for each foam material, the full field radial
deformation response is different in each foam case. Moreover, it is seen from Figure 11 that
the full-field radius data of EVA45 foam is not provided for the time 0.32 ms. This is because
of a lost DIC correlation due to a severe full-field deformation of the specimen. It is important
to note that after 0.24 ms in Figure 11 there are some white portions of EVA45 and PE45 foams
where the DIC correlation does not exist due to the absence of the speckle pattern. These
portions are considered in the calculation of each foams volumetric strain history by use of
ImageJ [19] image processing software with a symmetric deformation profile assumption.
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Figure 11. Change in radius measured through 3D DIC for underwater shock loading of
different foam materials. Each column represents relative contours for each foam type while
each row represents arbitrarily chosen real time instant. Time 0 is the time when the shock
loading reaches the front face of the specimen.
Figure 12 presents the volumetric strain data of each foam material as a function of time. It
shows that although the applied shock pressure and impulse values are quite close for each foam
material, the volumetric strain and strain rate values are different. It is important to mention one
more time that the maximum volumetric strain value of EVA45 is not provided due to the lost
DIC correlation. However, it can still be observed that volumetric strain rate of EVA45 foam is
much faster than those of PE45 and H45 foams. A significant time delay between the underwater
shock loading and material response due to the inertia of each foam, similar to findings in Senol
and Shukla [15] for Divinycell H grade foams, is also seen in this study for EVA45 and PE45
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foams. The time delay between the peak of the underwater shock pressure and the peak of the
volumetric strain curve is 0.14 ms, 0.23 ms and 0.24 ms for EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams,
respectively. The strain rate from the slope of the linear portion of the volumetric strain curve
is calculated to be 7100, 5600 and 5200 s-1 for EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams, respectively. This
gives 27 % and 37 % greater strain rate of EVA45 foam than PE45 and H45 foams, respectively.
The effect of the loading rate on the strain rate is examined by the slope of the underwater shock
pulse up to the peak pressure (see Figure 10). The loading rates of EVA45, PE45 and H45 are
calculated to be 65, 76 and 49 GPa / s, respectively.

Figure 12. Volumetric strain history of different foam materials for the first shock loading.
Black continuous, blue dotted and red dashed lines are for EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams,
respectively. Strain rate was calculated from the linear portion of the volumetric strain curve.
As already mentioned in the previous section, five consecutive underwater shock loadings are
applied to the same specimen of each foam material. Table 3 provides a summary of applied
impulse, resultant maximum volumetric strain, loading rate and strain rate for each loading and
foam material. The impulse applied in each loading of each foam case is quite close. The data
given in Table 3 shows that there is no considerable degradation in the maximum volumetric
strain and strain rate response of each foam due to applied multiple-nonsimultaneous underwater
shock loadings. Results also show that the variations in the loading rate by 50 % do not make
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any significant contribution to the strain rate. Furthermore, it is also seen from Table 3 that H45
foam always experiences a lower strain rate than the other two foams when exposed to similar
impulses.
Table 3. Impulse, maximum volumetric strain, loading rate and strain rate data for each shock
loading and foam material.

Specimen

EVA45

PE45

H45

Loading #

Impulse (N·s)

eVmax

𝑷̇ (GPa/s)

𝜺̇ (s-1)

1st

7.2

> 0.88*

65

7100

2nd

6.7

0.88

55

5600

3rd

7.0

0.95

68

5700

4th

7.3

0.92

78

5600

5th

7.1

0.92
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6100

1st

7.0

0.76

76

5600

2nd

6.5

0.90

103

5700

3rd

6.9

0.90

78

6000

4th

6.9

> 0.72*
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7500

5th

7.3

0.94

75

8100

1st

7.5

0.82

49

5200

2nd

7.1

0.76

92

4000

3rd

7.5

0.84

81

5200

4th

6.9

0.79

99

5100

5th

7.4

0.76
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5000

*: Despite a higher volumetric strain value was observed in the high-speed photography, the
real maximum volumetric strain value could not be provided. The DIC correlation was lost due
to severe deformation of the material, and speckle pattern.
The photographs comparing undeformed and deformed (after the five consecutive underwater
shock loadings) geometries of each foam are shown in Figure 13. The photographs show that
EVA45 and PE45 foams recover most of their initial geometries unlike H45 foam. Table 4
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presents the final density and volumetric recovery of each foam material after a total of five
consecutive underwater shock loadings and the initial density of each virgin foam after the
speckling process. The initial density is the density that includes the mass of the applied paint
and ink during the speckling process and the final density is the density of the foams after the
five consecutive shock loadings. It is seen from Table 4 that the density of EVA45, PE45 and
H45 increases 13 ± 1 %, 13 ± 0 % and 35 ± 2 %, respectively. Like the cyclic hydrostatic loading
experiments, volumetric recoveries of EVA45 and PE45 foams are considerably similar while
the volumetric recovery of H45 foam is significantly less than them for high pressure underwater
shock loading experiments.

Figure 13. Photographs comparing undeformed and deformed (after the five consecutive high
pressure underwater shock loadings) geometries of each foam.
Table 4. The final density and volumetric recovery of each foam material after five
consecutive shock loadings.

Specimen

EVA45

PE45

H45

Densityinitial (kg/m3)

60 ± 7

38 ± 1

63 ± 7

Densityfinal (kg/m3)

68

43

85

Final Volumetric Recovery (%)

98

89

60
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Experiment Series II (Low Shock Pressure):
Due to severe volumetric deformations and loss of DIC correlations in some of the experiments
presented in Section 3.3.1, another series of experiment with less impulse is performed. The
pressure data collected from CH3 for each foam material is presented in Figure 14. The
magnitudes of the peak pressures for each foam material are aimed to be same by a fixed striker
velocity. It is seen from Figure 14 that the similar impulses are obtained for each loading case
and are 1.9, 1.8 and 1.9 N·s for EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams, respectively. On the other hand,
the peak pressures of each case are clearly different. This is because non-ideal coupling effect
of the striker – piston system becomes more noticeable at low shock loadings. However, it is
important to note again that the total impulses applied in each case are almost same. Moreover,
it is already presented in the previous section that loading rate does not have significant effect
on the material response if a similar impulse is applied.

Figure 14. Underwater shock pressure history collected from CH3 (last sensor before the
acrylic section in Figure 2) for the first loading. Black continuous, blue dotted and red dashed
lines are for EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams, respectively.
Figure 15 presents the change in full-field radius of each foam as a function of time. Each
column in Figure 15 represents the foam material while each row represents an arbitrarily
chosen time instant for the deformation process. It is seen in Figure 14 that although the applied
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impulse values are close for each foam material, the full-field radial deformation response is
different in each foam case.

Figure 15. Change in radius measured through 3D DIC for underwater shock loading of
different foam materials. Each column represents relative contours for each foam type while
each row represents arbitrarily chosen real time instant. Time 0 is the time when the shock
loading reaches to the front face of the specimen.
The volumetric strain data of each foam material as a function of time is presented in Figure 16.
It is seen in Figure 16 that although the applied impulse values are quite close for each foam
material, the volumetric strain and strain rate values are different. The change in volumetric
strain of PE45 foam is a lot faster than other two foams dissimilar to the case presented in the
previous section. Such dissimilarity can be attributed to the magnitude of the peak pressure
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rather than the loading rate and applied impulse as already been verified in the previous section.
It is seen in Figure 14 that the peak pressure for PE 45 foam is 1.6 and 2.3 times greater than
the peak pressure for H45 and EVA45 foams, respectively. Like the findings presented in the
previous section, a significant time delay between the underwater shock loading and material
response due to the inertia of each foam is also seen in this study for low pressure underwater
shock loading. The time delay between the peak of the underwater shock pressure and the peak
of the volumetric strain curve is 0.58 ms, 0.24 ms and 0.47 ms for EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams,
respectively. The strain rate from the slope of the linear portion of the volumetric strain curve
is calculated to be 1500, 3200 and 400 s-1 for EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams, respectively. This
gives 113 % and 700 % larger strain rate for PE45 foam over EVA45 and H45 foams,
respectively. The loading rates of EVA45, PE45 and H45 are calculated to be 5, 18 and 8 GPa
/ s, respectively. Dissimilar to the loading rate ratios given in the previous section, the loading
rate for PE45 foam is 3.6 and 2.3 times greater than the loading rate of EVA45 and H45 foams
in this case. This difference explains why the volumetric strain of PE45 is significantly higher
than those of EVA45 and H45 foams. Moreover, it is seen from Figure 16 that H45 foam
undergoes significantly lower volumetric strain and strain rate than the other two foams.
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Figure 16. Volumetric strain history of different foam materials for the first shock loading.
Black continuous, blue dotted and red dashed lines are for EVA45, PE45 and H45 foams,
respectively. Strain rate was calculated for the linear portion of the volumetric strain curve.
As already mentioned in the previous section, five consecutive underwater shock loadings are
applied to the same specimen of each foam material. Table 5 provides a summary of applied
impulse, resultant maximum volumetric strain, loading rate and strain rate for each loading and
foam material. It is seen from Table 5 that H45 foam always undergoes through a lower strain
rate and significantly lower volumetric strain than the other two foams for the exposure of
similar impulses. It is also seen from the table that even though the impulse values in the low
shock experiments are by about 50 % less than the impulse values in the high shock experiments,
for EVA45 and PE45 foams there is no noticeable change in the maximum volumetric strain
they undergo while for H45 foam a significant decrease can be observed in the maximum
volumetric strain.
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Table 5. Impulse, maximum volumetric strain, loading rate and strain rate data for each trial
and foam material.

Specimen

EVA45

PE45

H45

Loading #

Impulse (N·s)

eVmax

𝑷̇ (GPa/s)

𝜺̇ (s-1)

1st

1.9

0.71

5

1500

2nd

3.1

0.88

14

3000

3rd

3.3

0.90

10

2600

4th

2.9

0.84

7

2200

5th

2.8

0.83

10

2000

1st

1.8

0.83

18

3200

2nd

2.5

0.88

20

3800

3rd

2.7

0.86

16

3400

4th

2.9

0.86

18

3000

5th

2.4

0.87

21

3100

1st

1.9

0.18

8

400

2nd

2.4

0.30

5

930

3rd

2.6

0.35

10

1500

4th

2.4

0.34

12

1400

5th

2.3

0.34

5

1100

Figure 17 presents photographs comparing undeformed and deformed (after the five consecutive
underwater shock loadings) geometries of each foams. It is seen in Figure 17 that dissimilar to
the previously presented cases all the foams investigated recovers most of their initial
geometries. Table 6 presents the initial density, final density, and volumetric recovery of each
foam. It is seen from Table 6 that the density of EVA45 and H45 decreases 10 ± 1.0 % while
the density of PE45 increases 6 ± 3 %. The volumetric recovery of each foam material can be
considered almost similar in this case. It is clearly seen from the table that dissimilar to the
previously presented cases, H45 foam recovers almost its initial volume under low shock
loading experiments. This shows that there is a significant plastic deformation when the
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volumetric strain H45 foam undergoes is in the densification region since H45 foam never
reaches its densification region in low shock loading experiments.

Figure 17. Pictures comparing undeformed and deformed geometries of each foam after the
five consecutive low pressure underwater shock loadings.

Table 6. Density and final volumetric recovery of each foam material after five
consecutive shock loadings.
Specimen

EVA45

PE45

H45

Densityinitial (kg/m3)

60 ± 7

38 ± 1

63 ± 7

Densityfinal (kg/m3)

54

40

57

Final Volumetric Recovery (%)

98

97

98

Conclusion

Cyclic hydrostatic and multiple underwater shock loading response of EVA45, PE45 and H45
foams with same density is investigated through specially designed experimental facilities. 3D
DIC technique is employed for the full – field deformation measurement. The following
conclusions can be made from the experiments conducted:
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• Hydrostatic constitutive behavior is elastoplastic for H45 foam, while it is elastomeric for
EVA45 and PE45 foams.
• Under monotonic hydrostatic loading, H45 foam stores significantly higher energy than
EVA45 and PE45 foams up to the densification strain.
• Cyclic hydrostatic loading experiments showed that the constitutive behavior of EVA45 and
PE45 foams does not change noticeably throughout the cyclic loading while the elastoplastic
behavior of H45 foam turns into an elastomeric behavior after the first cycle.
• The cyclic hydrostatic loading experiment showed that H45 foam loses most of its energy
absorption capability after the first cycle while both EVA45 and PE45 foams retain their initial
energy absorption capabilities throughout cyclic loading.
• Postmortem analysis of foams subjected to cyclic hydrostatic loading showed that the
volumetric recovery of H45 foam is significantly less than EVA45 and PE45 foams.
• High pressure underwater shock loading experiments showed significant time delay between
the underwater shock pulse and material response of each foam due to their inertia.
• High pressure underwater shock loading experiments showed H45 foam undergoes less
volumetric strain and experiences smaller strain rate than EVA45 and PE45 foams for a similar
underwater shock loading profile.
• High pressure underwater shock loading experiments also showed that doubling the loading
rate does not influence the strain rate each foam undergoes.
• Postmortem analysis of foams subjected to high pressure underwater shock loading showed
that volumetric recovery of H45 foam is significantly less than EVA45 and PE45 foams.
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• Low pressure underwater shock loading experiments showed that H45 foam undergoes
significantly less volumetric strain and experiences a much smaller strain rate than EVA45 and
PE45 foams under a similar impulse loading.
• Low pressure underwater shock loading experiments also showed that reducing the input
impulse by half does not affect the maximum volumetric strain values EVA45 and PE45 foams
undergo, while significantly affect H45 foam.
• Postmortem analysis of foams subjected to low pressure underwater shock loadings showed
that volumetric recovery is similar for all the foams investigated.
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Appendix A
Hydrostatic Loading Facility

The hydrostatic loading facility was fabricated at the University of Rhode Island’s
machine shop. Major portion of this fabrication was conducted with the guidance and
help of Mr. Joe Gomez and Mr. David Ferreira at mechanical engineering machine shop.
The facility was designed in a modular fashion for ease of fabrication. The tube material
chosen for the facility was optically clear cast acrylic tube due to its optical clarity. The
tube material has a minimum tensile strength of 80 MPa (11600) psi and purchased from
San Diego Plastics, Inc.

The pipe size purchased had an inner diameter of 3.0 in for the hydrostatic loading tube
with a wall thickness of 0.5 in. Three main pieces were purchased during the fabrication:
a) 1 piece of 8 in long acrylic tube, b) 1 piece of 1.50 in long Aluminum stopper, and c)
1 piece of 1.50 in long nylon piston. Detailed drawings of the individual pieces and the
final assembly after fabrication are given below:
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A1. Solidworks drawing of the (a) acrylic tube, (b) aluminum stopper, (c)
nylon piston and (d) assembled hydrostatic loading setup (dimensions are in inch)
(McMaster-Car IDs for Pipe plug: 9151K81 and O-Rings: 9452K159).
Maximum Design Pressure of Pressure Vessel
Stress components occurred in the thick walled (r / t < 10) cylindrical pressure vessel
can be calculated as (Po is neglected)
𝜎𝜃 =

𝜎𝑧 =

𝜎𝑟 =

𝑃𝑖 𝑟𝑖2

𝑟2

𝑟𝑜2 −𝑟𝑖2

[1 − 𝑟𝑜2 ]

𝑃𝑖 𝑟𝑖2

(A1 (b))

𝑟𝑜2 −𝑟𝑖2

𝑃𝑖 𝑟𝑖2
𝑟𝑜2 −𝑟𝑖2

(A1 (a))

𝑟2

[1 + 𝑟𝑜2]
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(A1 (c))

where σθ , σz, and σr are the stresses in the circumferential, radial, and axial directions,
respectively. Pi is the internal pressure, ri is the internal radius (0.0381 m), ro is the outer
radius (0.0508 m), and r is the radius of the point of interest. In case of r = ri, the stress
components will be at their highest combined magnitude for the Von Mises yield
criteria, and the equations A1(a) – (c) can be written as
𝑟 2 +𝑟 2

𝜎𝜃 = 𝑃𝑖 [𝑟𝑜2 −𝑟𝑖2] = 3.57𝑃𝑖
𝑜

𝜎𝑧 =

𝑃𝑖 𝑟𝑖2
𝑟𝑜2 −𝑟𝑖2

(A2 (a))

𝑖

= 1.29𝑃𝑖

𝜎𝑟 = −𝑃𝑖

(A2 (b))

(A2 (c))

Then, the vessel rating can be calculated according to von Mises yield criteria as
considering σθ , σz, and σr are being the principle stresses of σ1 , σ2 , and σ3, respectively.
In this case, von Misses yield criteria can be written as
1

𝜎𝑣 = √2 [(𝜎1 − 𝜎2 )2 + (𝜎2 − 𝜎3 )2 + (𝜎3 − 𝜎1 )2 ]
1
𝜎𝑣 = √ [(3.57𝑃𝑖 − 1.29𝑃𝑖 )2 + (1.29𝑃𝑖 + 𝑃𝑖 )2 + (−𝑃𝑖 − 3.57𝑃𝑖 )2 ]
2

𝜎𝑣 = 3.95𝑃𝑖
𝑃𝑖 = 20 𝑀𝑃𝑎
where σu = 80 MPa for acrylic and then
𝑃𝑐𝑟 < 20 𝑀𝑃𝑎
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(A3)

where Pcr is the critical hydrostatic pressure that can be applied onto the hydrostatic
loading setup according to von Mises yield criterion.
Underwater Shock Loading Facility
The underwater shock loading facility was fabricated at the University of Rhode Island’s
machine shop. Major portion of this fabrication was conducted with the guidance and
help of Mr. Joe Gomez at mechanical engineering machine shop. The facility was
designed in a modular fashion for ease of fabrication. The tube materials chosen for the
facility was 6061 Aluminum due to its corrosion resistant and machining easiness and
optically clear cast acrylic tube due to its optical clarity. 6061 Aluminum and acrylic
tube have minimum yield strength of 241 MPa (35000 psi) and 80 MPa (11600 psi),
respectively. The Aluminum tube material was purchased from McMaster-Carr Supply
Company while the acrylic tube material was purchased from San Diego Plastics, Inc.
The pipe size purchased had an inner diameter of 3.0 in for the underwater shock loading
tubes with a wall thickness of 0.5 in. Three main pieces were purchased during the
fabrication: a) 3 pieces of 36 in long aluminum tubes, b) 1 piece of 2 in long acrylic
tube, c) 1 piece of 1.50 in long Aluminum stopper, and d) 1 piece of 1.50 in long nylon
piston. Detailed drawings of the individual pieces and the final assembly after
fabrication are given below:
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(g)
Figure A2. Solidworks drawing of the (a) nylon piston, (b) aluminum section 1 and 3,
(c) acrylic tube, (d) aluminum section 2, (e) aluminum stopper, (f) aluminum flange
(1-4) and (g) assembled underwater shock loading setup (dimensions are in inch)
(McMaster-Car IDs for On/Off Valves: 47865K42, Coupling Nuts: 90268A031, ORings: 9452K159, and Threaded Rods: 98957A135).
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Appendix B
Finite Element Modeling of PVC foams – Crushable Foam Model
Computational modeling of PVC foams has been a very challenging engineering problem due
to their elastoplastic behaviors. In order to develop a successful material model of PVC foams
in Abaqus, material properties obtained through the experimental techniques given in Chapter
1 are needed. A crushable foam model in Abaqus was developed to define the constitutive
behavior of PVC foams with varying density.
First, a 3D deformable homogenous structure was created in a cylindrical geometry with a
diameter of 19 mm and a height of 20 mm. Then, the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of
each foam were defined as its elastic properties. Afterwards, compression yield stress ratio of k
and hydrostatic yield stress ratio k1 were defined for the crushable foam model in the material
definition section. Then, some of the key data points from the hydrostatic pressure versus
volumetric strain curve of each foam density provided in Chapter 1 were defined in the foam
hardening section of the suboptions section of crushable foam model in the material definition.
Table A1 summarizes all the properties defined in the material definition for each foam.
Table B1. Summary of material properties defined in Abaqus.

H35

H45

H60

H80

H100

E (MPa)

15

19

24

35

52

ν

0.23

0.22

0.21

0.17

0.17

k

1.73

1.75

1.70

1.60

1.70

k1

1

1

1

1

1

Mesh size was selected to be 1.25 mm. Both the curvature control ratio and minimum size
control were defined to be 0.1. Then, standard 3D stress element was chosen from the linear
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material library. A point from the center of the geometry (u2 = 0, ur1 = 0 and ur3 = 0), another
point from the center of the top circular surface (u1 = 0 and u3 = 0) and another point from the
center of the bottom circular surface (u1 = 0 and u3 = 0) of the cylindrical geometry were fixed
for boundary conditions. Then, a uniform pressure loading with an amplitude similar to the
experimental loading conditions was defined.
Figure B1 shows the predicted full-filed deformation profile of H35 foam through the FEA
model at (a) no pressure and (b) 5 MPa pressure. It is seen from Figure B1 that volumetric
contraction is towards to the center of the foam structure, which is similar to the deformation
profile observed in the full-filed DIC results (Chapter 1). However, dissimilar to the hourglass
deformation profile observed in the full-filed DIC results (Chapter 1), a full-field continuous
deformation profile at every part of the structure is seen here. Recalling the considerable density
variation defined in Chapter 1 and its effect of the deformation profile, this is due to undefined
density variation along the height of the foam structure in FEA model.

(a)

(b)

Figure B1. Predicted full-filed deformation profile of H35 foam through the FEA model at (a)
no pressure and (b) 5 MPa pressure.
Figure B2 presents the hydrostatic pressure versus volumetric strain curve of each foam density
obtained from both the experimental and FEA techniques. In Figure B2, black circular markers
are denoted for experimental data while red continuous curve is denoted for FEA data. It is seen
from the figure that correlation between experimental and FEA curves is very strong.
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Figure B2. Hydrostatic pressure versus volumetric strain curves of each foam density obtained
from both the experimental and FEA techniques. Black circular markers represent the curve
obtained from experiments while red continuous line represents the curve obtained from FEA.
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Appendix C
Energy Calculations

The incident energy (presented in Chapter 3, section 3.3) for instrumented bar
experiments are obtained using the following equation

𝑬𝒔𝒉𝒑𝒃𝒊 = ∫ 𝑭𝒔𝒉𝒑𝒃𝒊 𝒅𝒖𝒔𝒉𝒑𝒃

(C1)

where Eshpbi is the input energy applied to the Al front face plate, Fshpbi is the input force
applied to the Al front face plate (given in Chapter 3, Figure 1 Error! Reference source
not found.(a)), and ushpb is the displacement of the Al front face plate (equal to the
displacement of the dynamic loading bar) and can be obtained by

𝒖𝒔𝒉𝒑𝒃 = ∫ 𝒗𝒔𝒉𝒑𝒃 𝒅𝒕

(C2)

where vshpb is the particle velocity in the dynamic loading bar, which can be obtained by
[51] (Chapter 3, references)
𝒗𝒔𝒉𝒑𝒃 = 𝒄𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒆𝒍 (−𝜺𝒊 − 𝜺𝒓 )

(C3)

where csteel is the longitudinal wave velocity in the dynamic loading bar, and 𝜀i and 𝜀r
are the incident and the reflected strains collected through the strain gages attached to
the dynamic loading bar, respectively. Then, the energy transmitted to the AMC (given
in Chapter 3, Table 4) can be calculated by
𝑬𝒔𝒉𝒑𝒃𝒕 = (𝟏 − 𝑹𝑨𝒍 )𝑬𝒔𝒉𝒑𝒃𝒊
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(C4)

where Eshpbt is the transmitted energy to the AMC and RAl is the reflection coefficient
for Al and can be calculated from Eq.(4Error! Reference source not found.) (Chapter
3). Then, the loading rate of the transmitted energy (given in Chapter 3, Table 4) can be
calculated by
∆𝑬
𝑬̇𝒔𝒉𝒑𝒃𝒕 = 𝒔𝒉𝒑𝒃𝒕
∆𝒕

(C5)

The incident energy (presented in Chapter 3, section 3.3) for shock tube experiments
are obtained as following [46] (Chapter 3, references)
𝜸𝑷

𝒔𝒕𝒊
𝑬𝒔𝒕𝒊 = ∫ 𝑺 𝒗𝒔𝒕𝒊 ( 𝜸−𝟏
+ 𝟎. 𝟓 𝝆𝒔𝒕𝒊 𝒗𝒔𝒕𝒊 𝟐 ) 𝒅𝒕

(C6)

where Esti is the incident energy that the shock tube carries, S is the cross-sectional area
of the shock tube muzzle, vsti is the particle velocity, γ is the adiabatic exponent of the
gas constant, Psti is the incident pressure, ρsti is the density of the gas. Then, the energy
transmitted to the AMC (given in Chapter 3, Table 4) can be calculated by
𝑬𝒔𝒕𝒕 = (𝟏 − 𝑹𝒂𝒊𝒓 )(𝟏 − 𝑹𝑷𝑪 )𝑬𝒔𝒕𝒊

(C7)

where Estt is the transmitted energy to the AMC and Rair and RPC are the reflection
coefficients for air and PC front face plate, respectively, and can be calculated from
Eq.(4) (Chapter 3). The loading rate of the transmitted energy (given in Chapter 3, Table
4) can be calculated by
∆𝑬
𝑬̇𝒔𝒕𝒕 = ∆𝒕𝒔𝒕𝒕
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(C8)

Table Table B1 summarizes the values of the key data used in the calculation of the
transmitted energy for both instrumented bar and shock tube experiments.
Table C1. The values of the key data used in the calculation of the transmitted energy
for both instrumented and shock tube experiments.
Δt

csteel
Experiment
(m/s)
SHPB

S

5790

ρsti

vsti
γ

RAl
(ms)

(mm2)

Rair

RPC

N/A

N/A

(kg/m3)

(m/s)

0.6863

0.054 N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

4.704 1134

1140

1.35

0.44

0.9994
Shock Tube N/A

0.0645
[52-54]
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